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Resumen  

Los continuos avances tecnológicos en Tecnologías de la Información y la 

Comunicación (TIC), Internet de las Cosas (IoT), Big Data e Inteligencia Artificial (IA) 

entre otros, están permitiendo la evolución de los sistemas de producción hacia la 

cuarta Revolución Industrial (I4.0). En la era de la Industria 4.0, todos los elementos en 

una fábrica inteligente estarán equipados con capacidades de comunicación y 

procesamiento de datos, lo que permitirá sistemas más colaborativos y resilientes 

entre operadores y máquinas. Estos sistemas serán considerados Human-Cyber-

Physical systems (HCPs), los cuales no pretenden la desaparición de la mano de obra 

humana en las fábricas, sino la interacción y colaboración de las máquinas con los 

trabajadores. 

La aplicación de IoT en la industria (IIoT) se llevará a cabo utilizando diferentes 

tecnologías, como sensores y actuadores, sistemas de control, análisis de datos y 

mecanismos de seguridad. IIoT hará posible una relación más cercana entre ambos 

mundos (físico y virtual), lo que permitirá la introducción del gemelo digital (Digital 

Twin) de los operadores en los sistemas HCPs. Existen distintos tipos de modelos 

digitales/virtuales de los operadores, los cuales se definen en función de su uso y las 

tecnologías aplicadas.  

El marco de este proyecto se enfoca en el HealthyOperator 4.0, el cual se 

modela mediante el uso de dispositivos wearables en cooperación con técnicas de 

análisis de datos. Esto servirá para localizar causas del aumento de estrés laboral y 

mejorar la salud psicosocial de los operadores. Del mismo modo, podrá ayudar a 

estudiar las rutinas de los trabajadores para prevenir accidentes y mejorar su 

productividad y buenas prácticas. 

El proyecto se enfoca en el desarrollo de una aplicación móvil en Android, 

llamada HealthyWear, para la comunicación, monitorización, filtrado y envío de datos 

de varios dispositivos a una base de datos online, donde serán almacenados. Estos 

datos podrán ser utilizados para el posterior modelado de un gemelo digital del 

operador. 

El desarrollo de la aplicación se ha enfrentado a varios desafíos, entre ellos el 

uso de dispositivos de diferentes fabricantes, los cuales hacen uso de librerías de 

código propias y tienen un funcionamiento diferente. Además, los datos de cada 

dispositivo poseen distinto formato. Así pues, en la aplicación desarrollada se realiza el 

filtrado, parseado y unificación de estos datos en un formato común, entendible por la 

base de datos (JSON). 
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Se ha conseguido una aplicación estable, capaz de obtener simultáneamente 

múltiples datos de dos dispositivos de fabricantes distintos. La aplicación tiene un 

diseño modular para facilitar su escalabilidad y posibilitar la implementación de nuevos 

dispositivos. El código de la aplicación es open-source y se encuentra en un 

repositorio online, lo cual promueve la colaboración para su futuro desarrollo. 

La comunicación con la base de datos también es robusta. Se ha introducido 

un modo offline para evitar la pérdida de datos cuando no hay conexión a internet, 

almacenando los datos en el Smartphone hasta que la conexión a Internet es 

recuperada. La base de datos utilizada es open-source (MongoDB), lo cual facilita el 

acceso a los datos por parte del usuario de manera sencilla (navegador web) y el 

acceso para la administración de los mismos. Esta base de datos facilita también la 

integración con otras tecnologías para su análisis futuro. 

El documento incluye el marco tecnológico anteriormente explicado, así como 

el desarrollo realizado, detallando el funcionamiento de la aplicación y las 

características implementadas, mediante el uso de capturas de pantalla reales de la 

app. Los últimos capítulos del documento se centran en las pruebas realizadas, 

incluyendo las soluciones a los errores que fueron encontrados durante su testeo; un 

análisis métrico del código desarrollado; la planificación y el presupuesto del proyecto; 

y las conclusiones y trabajos futuros. 

Keywords: Healthy Operator 4.0; Android application; wearable devices; 

Database; Human Cyber-Physical System; Industrial Internet of Things; Industry 4.0; 
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1.1. Context 

Nowadays, it is easier to track and control people’s health due to the presence of 

new technologies. This is fostered by the increase of smartphone’s use in daily life. The 

health supervision can be useful in multiple fields of study, such as normal people’s daily 

health tracking. But its main purpose or direct application is the supervision of worker’s 

health within the scope of Industry 4.0 (fourth industrial revolution) [1].  

The purpose of this project is to monitor different people’s health values through 

the usage of various wearable devices (or e-devices) and a unique smartphone Android 

application. The values collected by this app will be sent to an online database where 

they can be stored, managed or simply shown to the user through a web interface. This 

could help in: 

- Improving the cooperation between humans and machines in the industrial 

sector. 

- Analysing the workplace environment to prevent risks for the personnel. 

- Reviewing habits from workers to avoid bad routines or to teach them best 

practices for their work and health. 

This project is partially involved into the framework of the Research Fund for Coal 

and Steel (RFCS) program by the European Commission in the 4.0 Lean System 

integrating workers and processes (Worker Integration SystEm in STeal processes) 

project; the WISEST project with ID 793505, in addition to the research project of the 

Spanish Agencia Estatal de Investigacion with RTI2018-094614-B-I00 code. [2] 

Multiple smartphone applications focused on monitoring different values exist. 

They can monitor data employing the own sensors of the smartphone or with the aid of 

wearable devices. Currently, the most common wearable devices to monitor health 

related values used by users in their life are smart watches and smart bands. [3]  

Most of these applications are focused either on displaying the information in the 

smartphone for a moment or uploading the data into a database owned by the 

manufacturer of the device or by the developer of the application. These apps are rigid 

because: 

- The user loses some control over his/her data. 

- The data collecting frequency is fixed by the app developers. 

- The data access is not flexible and lacks of simplicity and various methods. 

- Without a common standard, the usage of different applications for each 

wearable device is necessary. The data of each app will be stored into their 

own database. 

The application developed in this project targets some of these characteristics to 

provide a higher flexibility and make it distinctive against other smartphone applications. 

The objectives of this thesis are further explained hereafter. 
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1.2. Objectives 

The main motivation for this thesis is to contribute to the workers’ health and 

safety in their workplace within the framework of the Industry 4.0. There are many 

different e-devices which can be helpful to track worker´s activities and monitor their 

parameters. Two devices from different manufacturers where chosen for the tentative 

development of a common smartphone application. 

Considering the problems and technologies previously described, this master 

thesis pursues the following objectives: 

- Study of different technologies used in the Industry 4.0 and for the 

implementation of the lower layers of a Healthy Operator 4.0. 

- Design and development of an android modular application capable of 

running different gathering modules between the smartphone and multiple 

devices simultaneously. The modules of the app approach the following sub-

goals: 

o Establishment of a steady connection with multiple devices from 

different manufacturers at the same time. Networking module. 

o Periodical data collection from paired devices. The user is able to 

begin or stop the data monitoring. Communication module. 

o Processing values coming from the different devices and parsing them 

into a common format (JSON). Data handler. 

o Storing monitored values in a local backup in the smartphone storage, 

until they are sent to an online database. Database Module. 

- The provision of flexible and easy data access to the user, who is able to 

request specific data through simple queries or check the real-time data on 

display. 

- Management of the stored data for its further analysis. 

- The testing and evaluation of the developed application. 

- Open source application development. 

In summary, the goals are all attached to the attainment of the main target, the 

successful implementation of the Android application. For that purpose, it is necessary to 

obtain some expertise knowledge in the area of study. Afterwards, the design and 

implementation of the system will be executed and the development will be tested by 

deploying the app in various devices to verify its function. Finally, the final version of the 

app will be uploaded into the online repository to make the code available to everyone 

and allow people to contribute to its further development. 
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1.3. Master Thesis Outline 

The Project presented in this master thesis is organized in six different chapters. 

Chapter 1 defines the work introduction and objectives. Chapter 2 is composed by the 

technological framework of the field and its related background. Chapter 3 and 4 contain 

the design and development of the project. Chapter 5 explains the application 

verification with tests as well as their results. Chapter 6 contains the scheduling of the 

project and its estimated budget. Finally, Chapter 7 includes the conclusions and 

possible future work. 

Chapter 1 introduces the main concepts and objectives for this work. It covers 

the desired objectives of this final master thesis and the applied methodology. 

Chapter 2 analyses the research areas of interest. It contains the technological 

framework for the Industry 4.0, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Human-Cyber-

Physical Systems (HCPSs). Furthermore, the definition of a Healthy Operator 4.0, as 

well as the study of the technologies related to these fields, like sensors, wearable 

devices and Android apps are also included. 

Chapter 3 explains the limitations of the project, suh as Android versions, 

devices and the employed wearables. 

Chapter 4 describes the project development. The components of the application 

are thoroughly defined and explained. This explanation starts by showing the involved 

elements, to focus later on on the different Android application components. 

Furthermore, various diagrams are shown and explained to help comprehending the 

developed work. 

Chapter 5 shows the tests applied to validate the system. These tests are 

executed with various physical Android devices to be able to check the stability of the 

app within different Android versions. Additionally, both the software metrics and the 

usage of device resources are analysed. 

Chapter 6 includes the project scheduling. It also disaggregates the budget 

employed on the project development. It is computed by the materials, hardware and 

software, and the necessary manpower. 

Chapter 7 concludes the project with the final conclusions and suggestions for 

the future directions of research work and development.  



 

   



 

   

2 State of the art
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This chapter analyses the technological areas of interest for this project. In the 

first section, the current industrial revolution (4.0), as well as some related fields of study 

will be introduced, i.e. Health 4.0 and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). Then, the 

database technologies to store information are detailed along with the programming 

languages used. In the last section, the technologies related to the smartphones and 

their operating systems are explained. The focus will be on the chosen system and its 

different versions. 

2.1. Industry 4.0 

First of all, it is necessary to introduce the framework of the project, as well as the 

field of study which is directly related to the fourth industrial revolution. The industry 4.0 

(I4.0 or I4) is encouraged by the technological advances and the rise of the usage of 

information technology (IT) in the industrial field. The word smart became important to 

describe the Industry 4.0 revolution. This can be associated with independent and 

autonomous devices capable to maintain a real-time communication and cooperation in 

terms of a smart environment. These devices are able to make decisions and perform 

actions based in the collected information. [4] [1] 

Some important key technologies related to I4.0 are: Cyber-Physical Systems 

(CPS) and Internet of Things (IoT). [1] There are other technologies as Big Data or 

Artificial Intelligence, which have an influence on this revolution. They will not be further 

described for this project but are important concerning future work. 

2.1.1. Industrial Internet of Things 

As previously mentioned, the Internet of Things is a key technology for the 

Industry 4.0. IoT involves the interconnection of many objects in our surroundings 

through the network in different ways (i.e. internet). These challenge will result in the 

generation of enormous amount of information, which will be stored, processed and 

utilised in various manners [5]. The further development of IoT techniques will let the 

world to become more connected, smarter, more reliable and more autonomous. [1] 

The application of IoT in the industry is defined as Industrial Internet of Things 

(IIoT). This field includes the usage of different technologies, such as sensors and 

actuators, control systems, data analytics and security mechanisms. [6]  

2.1.2. Human-Cyber-Physical Systems 

Cyber-Physical systems are usually employed to define Industry 4.0. They 

consist of the interaction between the physical and the virtual environment by integrating, 

controlling and coordinating processes and operations. Furthermore, providing, using 

and processing data [7]. This provides a “smart” interaction and control between the 

different artefacts in manufacturing.  
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The evolution of the industry and technology can lead to a situation where the 

usage of human workforce will be neglected; this would not be CPS but Computer 

Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). The Industry 4.0 is not trying to create unmanned 

factories. It provides an opportunity to improve the skills of operators to work more 

effectively and efficiently [8]. In accordance to this, the Industry 4.0 brings the possibility 

to create a greater work interaction between machine and human activities. This is 

defined as Human-Cyber-Physical Systems (HCPSs). [9] 

For the interaction improvements between cyber and physical worlds, which 

make possible the increase of people capabilities, diverse technologies such as Internet 

of Things (IoT) and wearable technologies are utilised. This can also help to minimised 

the health risk of operators in the harsh environment of factories. [9] 

The relation between IIoT and HCPS suggests the use of monitoring devices for 

on-site data collection, processing, and visualisation. By the usage of the new 

technologies, the monitoring can track the operator activities, health and environment 

values and location in real-time. [6] 

2.1.3. Healthy Operator 4.0 

On the basis of HCPSs, the concept of Operator 4.0 is proposed aiming the 

improvement of the cooperation between humans and machines. This operator is 

defined as “a new design and engineering philosophy for adaptive production systems 

where the focus is on treating automation as a further enhancement of the human’s 

physical, sensorial and cognitive capabilities” [10] 

Different types of Operator 4.0 exist. These are derived from the different 

technologies utilised by the operators: i.e. Augmented Reality (AR). The focus into this 

section will be the Healthy Operator 4.0 (HO4.0), who uses wearable technologies 

oriented to be combined with data analytic techniques to localise the reasons that 

increase workforce stress levels and state of psycho social health to be able to reduce 

them. It also helps to address the concerns about the new potential physical risks for the 

workers raised by the introduction of new technologies such as autonomous robots. The 

aim of the analysis of the collected information is to create a digital/virtual image of the 

operator’s behaviour. This is defined as the HO4.0 Digital Twin and it is useful to improve 

the operators’ efficiency and to study the operators’ routines to enhance their health. [9] 

A HO4.0 has to main components, its architecture, which is divided in layers, and 

the employed technologies within these different layers. Its architectural model is based 

on the five levels CPS structure [11]. This architecture is shown in Figure 1 focused on 

the HO4.0. The different layers will be further explained with focus on their relation to this 

project. 
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Figure 1. Healthy Operator 4.0 architecture [9] 

Smart Connection Layer 

This level is in charge of collecting data from the operator. This is done through 

the usage of sensors or wearable devices placed around the work environment. The 

facility provided by the small technologies embedded in these wearable devices makes 

the collection of various data with each employed device possible, i.e. the operator’s 

location and movements, heart rate, blood pressure, body and environmental 

temperature, feet pressure, etc. This also allows the operator the usage of multiple 

devices without disturbing his/her work. Some wearable devices are for example, smart 

watches, smart bands, smart glasses, smart shoe soles, smart helmets, etc. [9] 

Integration and Communication Layer 

The target of the Integration and Communication layer is the data filtering, 

information integration and pre-processing of the raw data coming from the wearable 

devices. This facilitates the data uploading to the server storage from the Modelling 

Layer for its further analysis. The edge devices can also be employed to provide real-

time health alerts to the operator. Chapter 2.3 details the features of the edge devices 

(smartphones) used for the development of this project. 

This layer is mainly composed of edge computing devices, which could be a 

smartphone, tablet, or a single-board computer (i.e. Raspberry Pi). These edge devices 

along with other technologies communicate the data from the Smart Connection Layer to 

the Modelling Layer. Some examples of these technologies are Wi-Fi, mobile data 

network or Bluetooth. Furthermore, there are devices, which communicate with the 

smartphone through a wired connection. 
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It is important to mention the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology which is 

widely used for the communication with wearable devices. It provides reduced power 

consumption while maintaining a similar communication range compared to the classic 

Bluetooth technology. The theoretical maximal range of BLE technology is under 30 

meters, but it depends on multiple factors as the operating environment, antenna design, 

enclosure, device orientation, etc. So the normal operating range lies between 2 and 5 

meters, which is sufficient for a proper connection when the operator carries the 

wearable and edge devices. [12] 

Modelling Layer 

The operator’s health data gathered in the underneath layers is processed in this 

level to be stored into a data storage. The features of the data storages will be further 

explained in chapter 2.2. This layer does not only store and classify the information into a 

database. Its aim is the further data analysis and fuse to obtain the previously mentioned 

operator behaviours. To help the analysis different techniques can be used, as Machine 

Learning, Rule Inferences, etc. This will help the development of the digital twin of the 

operator, which will then be utilised by the Cognition Layer. 

Cognition Layer 

This layer acts based on the results coming from the Modelling Layer. It can give 

the operator real-time alerts, as well as help him/her in anticipating health risks by 

analysing their behaviour and advising the operator with preventive actions. 

2.2. Data storage 

By definition, “database is a collection of organized and structure data. A 

database is a collection of information that is organized so that it can be easily accessed, 

managed and updated” [13]. The database is usually controlled by a database 

management system (DBMS). A database system or just database is used to refer to the 

data and the DBMS, along with their associated applications [14]. They are intended to 

store a huge amount of data, which could be later processed for a major purpose. 

Nowadays, multiple kinds of databases exist, which can be classified using different 

criteria. 

2.2.1. Types of databases  

The types mentioned in this section are classified based on two different features. 

The first feature to study is the data model used in the database to store information. 

This is related to the usage intention of the data and also to its source. The classification 

includes two of the most important types: relational and non-relational databases. The 

standard languages of each type will be linked to their explanation. The second 

classification is related to the location where the data is stored. The data can be stored 

inside a local server or in a remote server (cloud server). The advantages of each data 

storage type will be further studied. 
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Relational/Non-relational databases 

A relational database is defined as a database where the data items stored inside 

are organized as a set of rows and columns. So the information is distributed in tables. 

An advantage of this is the possibility to create, access and expand the data easily. On 

the other hand, the definition of the structure of all data inserted must be previously 

shaped [15]. 

The language utilised to cope with relational databases is the Structured Query 

language (SQL). This programming language is linked to ACID properties (Atomicity, 

Consistency, Isolation, and Durability). This type of databases is vertically scalable and 

used for data with a predefined schema. This language is the easiest to communicate 

with relational DBMSs. A free source example of this technology is MySQL [16]. [17] 

A non-relational database permits the storage of unstructured and semi-

structured data, which makes it easy to scale. These kinds of databases are also called 

NoSQL databases. They can be classified by the way their data is organised: Key-value 

stores, document stores, graph databases, object oriented databases, etc. [15] 

NoSQL is also the programming language utilised to manage non-relational 

DBMS. It is the chosen technology for Big Data and real-time web apps. This 

programming language is linked to BASE properties (Basically Available, Soft State and 

Eventually Consistent). This type of database is horizontally scalable, focused on 

unstructured data and does not need speciality hardware. An open source example of 

this technology is MongoDB [18]. [17] [19]  

There are multiple languages to define the information format in NoSQL 

databases. One example focused in document-oriented databases is the eXtensible 

Markup Language (XML) [20]. This language declares namespaces to differentiate 

attributes with the same name in different objects. Its syntax is structured through 

elements, which are declared with the less than (<) and greater than (>) symbols. The 

elements can contain attributes and elements nested to them. [21] 

The Java Script Object Notation (JSON) [22] is used in NoSQL databases 

organised with key-value stores. The data syntax used for the organisation of these 

elements is shown in Figure 2. The objects are enclosed between braces ({ }) and their 

key-value separated by a colon (:). The object, array or variable names are strings and 

are enclosed between quote symbols (“ ”). Some advantages of JSON are: the light data 

exchange format, its simple syntax, parsing the data is less complex than with XML 

information and its simple usage when the information flow between client and server is 

limited, which is an important requirement. [23] 
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Figure 2. JSON object syntax [23] 

Local/Remote server 

A database needs a place where its information is safely stored. This must let the 

administrator to access the data for its management, but also assure the availability, 

confidentiality and integrity of the data. For these purposes the data can be either locally 

stored into a physical storage device, or remotely stored into a cloud server. 

A local server can be used for data collected by computers within the same local 

network. The storage device is owned by the users and its storage space is limited by 

the physical device chosen for the storage. This option will have a fast upload and 

download speed and is likely more secure than a remote server if the system is not 

connected to internet. [24] 

The data storage into a cloud server is hosted by a private, public or cloud 

computing platform. The up/download and management of the data is done through an 

internet connection. The advantages of this kind of storage is that the data is not 

occupying space into the user’s devices and the storage space is normally larger than 

the one of a local storage. [24] 

Another advantage is the possibility to access to the data from anywhere through 

an internet connection. This can be done by various users or administrators normally 

through Representational state transfer (REST) application program interfaces (APIs). 

These utilises Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests to GET, PUT, POST and 

DELETE data in the database. For this kind of requests, the usage of Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is preferred because it is secured by using Secure Sockets 

Layer (SSL) to encrypt the session with the cloud server. [25] 
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2.3. Smartphones 

The most common edge device, which also has a wide usage in people’s daily 

life, is the smartphone. Nowadays, the number of worldwide smartphone users 

surpasses the three billion [26]. 

2.3.1. Operating Systems 

There are numerous smartphone manufacturers, who own a large number of 

smartphone types. The operating system (OS) of the smartphones is the common 

criterion to group the different smartphones. The two leading operating systems for these 

devices are Android and iOS. However, the market share of an Android OS in December 

2019 was a 74.13%, which is almost three times the market shares of its main 

competitor, iOS, which had in the same time a 24.79% of market share [27]. This is 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Market share of mobile operating systems worldwide 2012-2019 [27] 

Android is an OS with a Linux kernel. This allows device manufacturers to 

develop their own hardware drivers, due to the well-known and open source kernel [28]. 

An intermediate layer connects the hardware of the smartphone with the OS for the 

proper usage of the different hardware elements. This layer is the Hardware Abstraction 

layer (HAL). An example of these hardware elements are smartphone’s integrated 

sensors, like accelerometers, illuminance sensors; adapters, i.e. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi; or 

the mobile network antenna. The user applications are based on APIs written in the Java 

programming language, which is one of the most extended object-oriented programming 

(OOP) languages [29]. The software structure of Android is shown in Figure 4. 
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This OS is in constant evolution, which provides continuously updated versions 

for different smartphones. This also allows the integration and evolution of new 

technologies with the smartphones. The latest version of the OS is Android 10, which 

was released on September 3rd 2019. [30] 

 

Figure 4. The Android software stack [28] 
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2.3.2. Development environments 

There are several environments for the development of Android applications. 

There are some environments which are able to target multiple platforms by 

programming a unique code base; one example of multi-platform development 

framework is Apache Cordova [31]. The official integrated development environment 

(IDE) for Android OS is Android Studio [32]. It is specifically designed for the 

development of Android applications. [33] 

The Android applications (apps) developed by companies or independent 

developers are uploaded to the Google Play Store [34] to be accessible for downloading 

by every Android user. The code of Android applications could also be uploaded into an 

online repository , like Github [35], for its collaborative development or to allow other 

users to customise applications with their own design and features. Some manufacturers 

of wearable devices use these collaborative platforms to publish the Software 

Development Kits (SDK) of their devices to provide the user facilities to implement their 

own code. This helps the manufacturers to stand out from their competitors, encouraging 

customers to prefer their devices over other devices, which have not customisable 

Android applications. 
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This chapter contains the features that the developed project must meet, as well 

as its restrictions. These characteristics come from decisions made for the design of the 

project and will affect its operation. 

3.1. Specifications 

This project’s requirements deal directly with the employed technologies and 

available items to track and store multiple health indicators from users. 

Android has been chosen as the technology used in this project to develop an 

application capable to interact with multiple wearable devices. This decision has been 

taken due to the existence of previous works, on which this project is based, where 

wearables in different Android applications were used. The second main reason is the 

previous knowledge and experience of the student with Android technology. The last 

reason to use that technology was that the student had most experience with Java and 

XML languages, which are the ground languages for Android; the first one for the logical 

operations and functions and the second one for the graphical user interfaces (GUIs) 

development. 

The application is developed to be able to work in multiple versions of the Android 

operative system (OS). This technology is in constant development and frequently 

updated. When this project started, the last release of Android was Android 10 (Android 

Q), but for the end of the project there is already a Beta release of Android 11 available.  

A design decision was made to adjust the compatibility of the app for a wide 

range of old and new Android versions. In accordance with that, the app is designed to 

be compatible with a minimum Android 5.0 version (API level 21) and compiled to work 

in Android 9.0 versions (API level 28). Nevertheless, the app is successfully tested in 

older and newer versions, i.e. Android 10.0 (API level 29). 

The GUI of the application had to be simple and intuitive to be easily used for 

beginner and expert Android users without an explanation.  

The next application decisions are related to the wearable devices. The main 

purpose of the project was to merge the data coming from multiple devices in one 

application thus it would be easier to process and store multiple amounts of data. To fulfil 

this requirement, two device models were chosen, an MMR device and a Smart band. 

To be capable to integrate new device types in the future a modular design was 

chosen for the application (Figure 12). This modular design can be mainly found in the 

different tabs created for each device type. 

Other requirements related with the wearable devices were: 

- Stability improvements in connections between wearable devices and the 

Android device. 
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- Local data storage when the mobile network is not working (offline function). 

- Steady communication with the database. 

- Self-reliance of the app without the user’s interaction (devices reconnection). 

- Usage of mobile location for wearable devices without GPS capability. 

The last decision is related with the database. An online NoSQL database 

hosted on a MongoDB server was chosen due to its simplicity to let multiple users to 

access their data. This decision will be further explained in its own section in chapter 4. 

Project development 

3.2. Restrictions 

The design restrictions are related with the limitations created by the design 

specifications and the different devices employed for the project. 

Firstly, the mobile application is targeted for Android devices, due to the 

Operating System’s (OS) 71% market share in 2019 [36]. Consequently, the usage of an 

Android device is required, which makes it currently not available for iOS or Windows 

Phone users. As explained before, the usage of Apache Cordova was proposed for 

multi-platform development, but it was declined due to the lack of experience and 

possible complications. 

Secondly, to be able to fully employ all the features of the app, the usage of an 

internet connection is necessary. It would be advisable to own a mobile network contract 

or have access to WiFi connection at the workplace. An offline function has been 

developed for the app’s correct function during such periods were the signal is not high 

enough to establish a proper communication with the database. However, without any 

usage of an internet connection, the app would just show real-time data on the screen, 

which is not its main purpose. 

The mobile phone’s location system is employed to complement the data stored 

by the wearable devices. This system has been sometimes proved as ineffective during 

its usage. That happened in situations where the Android device has no signal and direct 

vision to GPS satellites, i.e. in underground environments like parking lots or tunnels. It is 

not possible to use the trace correctly in these situations. 

The last restriction comes from the power range of the Bluetooth connection used 

for the communication between the wearable devices and the Android device. The 

different devices must be within the BLE range of the smartphone, which runs the 

application. Some mechanisms were provided to fix the communication when the 

tracking devices go out of range, as well as their reconnection when they are back within 

the BLE range. Nevertheless, the application will not work fine if the user does not place 

the wearable devices within a certain distance to the smartphone.
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As briefly mentioned above, the target of this project is the development of a 

program capable to track multiple real-time health values from people and store them 

into an online database. An Android application able to simultaneously connect multiple 

wearable devices has been developed to fit these requirements. 

In addition to an application running in the smartphone, as Figure 5 shows, the 

system requires the existence of some agents for its proper function. They will be further 

explained in the subsection 4.1. 

The lack of any of those agents will result in a suboptimal system function, since 

it will not be possible to fulfil all the requirements of the system. 

 

Figure 5. System agents' overview 

4.1. System Architecture 

The architecture of the system will be explained based on the usage order of the 

different components when the app is run (Figure 5).  

Firstly, the presence of an active user is mandatory. This person will manage the 

application and wear the different devices. Secondly, the usage of various wearable 

devices to track some health values from the user will be necessary. Then, the usage of 

an Android device to install and run the developed application is needed 

(HealthyWear). Finally, the smartphone needs access to an internet connection to be 

capable of sending the information to a remote database for statistical analysis 

(MongoDB). 
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4.1.1. User 

The first agent needed for the proper function of the system is the User. It is the 

main element of the system, since without a person, the target of the app cannot be 

fulfilled because the user provides the input values of the system (health information). 

Consequently, without the user the data flow of the app is not able to continue. He/she is 

also accountable for a few more tasks: 

 The application launch, since the app cannot run itself without the user’s 

interaction. 

 The connection between wearable devices and the mobile phone. The user has 

to scan for the different devices and connect them with the usage of the app. 

 The maintenance of the devices. The user is responsible for charging the battery 

of the different devices. 

 An optional responsibility is the supervision of the database. This person is 

accountable for checking and processing the stored data. This could be realised 

by another person designated as the database’s supervisor. 

4.1.2. Wearable devices 

The usage of some wearable devices is necessary to track the user’s health 

values. These gadgets will extract real-time data from a person. This information will be 

the data input of the system. These values will depend on which devices are both worn 

by the user and connected to the mobile application. 

At the moment, there are two kinds of device, which can be connected to the 

application: one to detect the arm angle and another one to monitor vital signs. Both 

devices will be explained in detail in the following paragraph. The target is to have a 

scalable system that can raise the number of connected devices and increase the 

monitored data. Thus, there are more devices under scope, like a chest strap to monitor 

the heart rate with a higher accuracy than the Smart Band, or shoe soles which contain 

sensors to control the weight carried by a worker. 

MetaMotionR (MMR) 

This wearable device has been chosen for the project since it has multiple 

sensors to monitor different types of real-time data about the user and his/her 

environment. The device is shown in Figure 6. It is capable of monitoring temperature, 

luminosity and altitude among others, as it can be found on its specifications page [37]. 

   

Figure 6. MetaMotionR (MMR) device case (left) and chip (right). 
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The current scope of its usage is to control how much time a worker spends with 

the arms above his shoulders. This is made by placing the device on the arm with a 

Velcro sleeve (Figure 7) and track the raw data coming from its 9-axis Inertial 

Measurement Unit (IMU), accelerometers and gyroscope by the mobile application. 

 

Figure 7. Velcro sleeve with the MMR device. 

For the proper data analysis by the app, the sleeve must be placed on the user’s 

upper arm and the blue arrow must point to the ground. The collected information with 

this device will be explained in detail in the HealthyWear chapter. 

HBand 

The HBand is a low cost Smart-band that is worn by the user on its wrist. This 

device contains sensors to monitor the heart rate and blood pressure. It is also able to 

control sleeping hours, steps and burned calories by the user during the current day.  

To be able to monitor the heart values of the user, the sensor in the inner part of 

the Hband has to be in contact with his/her wrist. This sensor works together with a 

shining light to measure the tiny colour changes on the user’s skin when the heart beats. 

This device is shown in Figure 8. 

The information values collected by the usage of this device will be also 

explained in detail in the HealthyWear chapter. 

 

   

Figure 8. HBand Smart band front (left) and back (right) appearance. 
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4.1.3. Android device 

Since the application is developed to work for the mobile operating system 

Android, the utilisation of an Android device is necessary. This could be a mobile phone 

or tablet. Nevertheless, to ease its daily usage the employment of a smartphone is 

recommended, due to its reduced size. 

As mentioned in the Design specifications and restrictions chapter, the Android 

minimum version scope for the application is 5.0. The used smartphones during the 

development of the project variate between Android version 5.0 and 10.0, to be capable 

to test its operation for a wide range of versions.  

The user’s smartphone merges the simultaneous connection of multiple devices 

in one place and handles the data before sending it to the database. This way the 

application uses resources of the smartphone like the Bluetooth connectivity, GPS 

location or internet connection, as well as its computing power to process the data. The 

smartphone handles the information to transform the various data values from the 

different devices to a common customised format. Then these values will be sent to the 

database for their management and further analysis. 

4.1.4. Mobile application 

This is the main development effort of the project. As previously explained, the 

app is targeted for Android devices. 

The main advantage of having an application able to connect various devices 

simultaneously is the consolidation of their management in the same place and the 

standardization of their data for a customised database. This way it is not necessary to 

employ different applications for each device from various manufacturers avoiding the 

issue of possibly using different protocols and standards. An additional advantage from 

merging multiple apps in one is the reduction of the needed phone storage, which can 

play a crucial role for some smartphones and come to higher importance with the future 

integration of a larger number of devices. 

Being able to manage multiple devices in one application provides also the 

capability of having a quick overview of the status of the different connections, which 

makes it more user friendly. 

In general terms, a global approach to the main use cases of the application 

would be as follows: 

 The user runs the app and decides which device/s will be linked and monitored. 

 The app receives data periodically from the successfully connected wearables to 

monitor different values of its user.  

 This data is parsed into the Database (DB) format and temporary stored in the 

mobile device.  

 After some a certain amount of collected data, the information is sent into the 

database via internet, where it will be stored and available to analyse it.  
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Due to the Android application being the main development of the project, its 

structure and function will be deeply explained in an own chapter, which is appointed by 

the app’s name, HealthyWear. 

4.1.5. Database 

A non-relational open source database will be used. This database will receive 

the collected information from the user’s wearables. The data will be stored in different 

collections, depending on the type of device. It will be available for the user through a 

web portal. The user can access the desired information via web query requests using 

the MAC identifier of each device and a time range. However, the purpose of this data 

collecting is to obtain further information about the workers’ health, by automatically 

computing or analysing the data values in-depth.  

The database technology dedicated to this project is the MongoDB [18]. The data 

sent to the owned database is processed through several scripts customised for each 

device type and each data store or collection. The implementation of these scripts was 

done by the project’s supervisor, because it is also in usage for other projects [2]. 

Nevertheless, an overview of its usage will be explained in chapter 4.3. MongoDB and 

some example of these included in the appendices (in Table 11 and Table 12).  

The result of the queries to the data collections will be shown in the Tests chapter 

since they are used to check the successful communication between the application and 

the database, as well as to prove that the data format was correct. 

4.2. HealthyWear 

As previously explained, the main development of this project is the 

implementation of an Android application capable to host multiple connections to 

different wearable device models, store the data incoming from them and send it to a 

database for its analysis.  

Currently a lot of apps from different manufacturers exist, which are able to 

manage a unique device type.  

The integration of multiple devices in one single app, makes their management 

easier for the user. This will also help saving memory storage and processing load 

against using one application for each device. 

The contribution of HealthyWear is to merge the functionality of various apps for 

different devices into a single application. 
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Figure 9. Example of the integration of multiple apps into the HealthyWear app. 

A previous study of the devices data format given by each manufacturer in their 

own free source SDKs [38] [39] was helpful for the development of the project. This 

simplified the required reverse engineering, which was necessary to understand the 

useful programming functions for this project of the chosen wearable devices, which 

were explained in the previous section 4.1.2. 

The description of the development will be divided into four main parts; which will 

be complemented with the usage of several Unified Modelling Language (UML) 

diagrams [40]. First, the necessary user’s permissions of the smartphone will be 

described. Then, the backend will be explained, analysing the different components of 

the application and the implemented classes. Later, the function of the app is further 

defined examining its functions and different use cases. Finally, the frontend and its 

behaviour will be described, including screenshots of the application. 

4.2.1. User’s permissions 

Regarding privacy issues, as for every Android application, some user’s 

permissions from the smartphone could be required. These are necessary  for the proper 

function of the app and included in the AndroidManifest.xml file (Figure 45). 

The required permissions for the HealthyWear app are shown in Figure 10 and 

explained hereafter. These permissions are divided into two types: soft and hard 

permissions.  
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Figure 10. Permissions code lines into the AndroidManifest.xml file 

 Soft permissions are requested before installing the application. These 

permissions are considered as low risks for user’s privacy. 

For this app, these permissions are the access to the device’s Bluetooth, internet 

connection and can be updated in the future to get access to the vibration of the 

smartphone, to be capable to alert the user in some situations. 

 

 Hard permissions are directly requested to the user once the application was 

successfully installed. These permissions are explicitly asked to the user (Figure 

11) and can be revoked in any moment in the phone settings.  

For this application, writing permission to the smartphone’s storage is needed. 

This is required to be able to save the incoming data from the wearable devices 

into the local memory. Furthermore, the access to the device’s “fine location” is 

also necessary. 

   

Figure 11. Location and writing permissions explicit requests of hard permissions (left 

and middle pictures) and request explanation (right) 
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Sometimes, permission requests change within Android versions, due to new 

privacy considerations. This requires handling permissions for various SDK versions in 

different ways inside the application and it is a compelling reason to keep the application 

up to date for future Android versions. 

4.2.2. Backend 

In an application, the backend consists of the different technological elements 

which joined together enable the user-side of the application (frontend or GUI) to be 

operative and working properly. For this development, the named technologies will be 

either different elements of the smartphone (i.e. Bluetooth or GPS) or just its 

computational power. In addition to these feature, for the proper operation of some 

modules the usage of external technologies, such as wearable devices and a database, 

will be necessary. 

The backend of the HealthyWear app is composed of four main modules, as 

shown in Figure 12. Their general purpose is briefly explained hereunder. 

 

Figure 12. Modular view of the application 

- Networking module: the aim of this module is the connection between the said 

application and the wearable devices. 

 

- Communication Module: using the previous connections, this element establishes 

a periodical communication to extract real-time data from the user through the 

wearables devices. 

 

- Data handler: the incoming data from the wearables is parsed here into a readable 

format for the user (GUI) and the database (JSON). 

 

- Database module: the purpose of this last module is to provide data input to the 

online database.  

 

The implementation of each one of the previous modular components is 

explained in the following subsections. The function of each component will be linked to 

their related parts of the application’s class diagrams (Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 15 

and Figure 16). Each section would contain a parallel explanation for the two device 

types, due to its similarities, in addition to their different classes. Furthermore, the 

required permissions for every module will be mentioned. 
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Figure 13. General diagram of classes (I) 

Networking module 

The aim of this module is the connection between the application and any 

wearable devices that need to be synchronised. By the moment, the connection with the 

different devices is done through Bluetooth, but it could be scalable to other kinds of 

connections if necessary. 

The two main Java classes of this module are shown in Figure 13. These are the 

ScanMMRActivity class for MetaMotionR devices and the ScanSmartBandActivity class 

for Hband devices. These classes work in a homologous way for their device types.  
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Basically, the application scans the devices located within the Bluetooth range of 

the smartphone and displays them on the screen. The user finds the different devices by 

their MAC address and decides with which item a paired connection should be 

established. 

The ScanMMRActivity implements directly the methods provided by the 

manufacturer’s SDK, consequently this class does not have any connections in the 

diagram. Conversely, the ScanSmartBandActivity needs a few customised classes to be 

able to do the same functions as the other class. Its connected classes on the said 

diagram are related to the Bluetooth adapter, the item comparison to detect HBand 

devices and the display of the found elements on the screen. 

The necessary requirements for this module to function are the permission to the 

phone’s Bluetooth and this feature being switched on. Nevertheless, the location might 

be also required to be activated for some device types (MMR). 

Communication module 

After the connection to one or more devices, the user has the possibility to start 

the information exchange with the connected wearable device/s. If this communication is 

not initialised, then the subsequent modules will not have any input data. 

This information exchange is periodically executed through data requests to each 

device using the connections of the networking module. These requests are launched 

with a Timer [41] scheduled using a TimerTask [42] with different frequencies. This 

decision was made since different kinds of data have disparate priority levels and some 

values are more stable than others. Furthermore, each device type requires unequal 

time intervals to collect information, since they do not collect the same health values and 

contain specific technologies and procedures. 

For example, within the MMR device the data is updated with uneven 

frequencies:  

- Temperature 1 Hz 

- Illuminance 2 Hz 

- Altitude/Arm Angle/Acceleration 5 Hz 

- Location every 0,03 Hz (30 seconds) 

For the Smart band, the frequency depends on the requested values. The time 

needed to request for steps or sleep is shorter than to request for heart values, which 

needs the usage of the LED technology. The duration of the health scan is also different 

depending on the monitoring of the heartbeat or the blood pressure. The time needed is 

not as accurate as the technology of the MMR devices: 

- Monitoring the user’s heartbeat takes around 10 seconds. 

- Checking the blood pressure values needs an interval of 30-45 seconds. 
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The Java classes related to these tasks are the fragments for each device type, 

MMRSetupActivityFragment and SmartBandSetupActivityFragment shown in Figure 14. 

The situation of these classes within the general classes diagram can be found in Figure 

15.  

 

Figure 14. Diagram of classes of the fragments from each wearable device 

For the proper function of this module, Bluetooth must be switched on. 

Additionally, if the user wishes to include with the data the value of the device’s location, 

the app must be authorised to use the fine location (hard permission granted by the 

user). 

When the user activates the data exchange of the devices, each fragment starts 

an active communication with its related wearable item and will then be periodically 

receiving real-time values from the user into the app. 
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Figure 15.General diagram of classes (II) 

Data handler 

This module processes all the data received as a response to the requests made 

by the communication module. Each device employs its own format, sometimes with 

overhead information for the application. The data handler effectively parses the useful 

data for the project into a readable format for the database (JSON). When this process is 

finished, the data is ready to be displayed on the end user’s device through the GUI and 

sent into the online database. 

This process is also implemented in the fragment class of each device type. After 

processing the received information, the different data is shown to the user in the GUI 

through various tabs. This is done in the TabWearablesActivity class from Figure 16, 

where it can be found linked to an adapter (SectionsTabAdapter class) [43] related to a 

view model for the tabs (TabViewModel class) [44]. These classes make the 

representation of each tab as a fragment linked to the previously mentioned activity 

possible. 

Any data package coming from the wearable devices that has valid information, is 

first parsed into a JSON format for the non-relational database. This means that the 

different health data is given with a key-value pair. 
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Figure 16. General diagram of classes (III) 

Then, the information is written into a text file which is named with a timestamp 

with the format YYYYMMDD_HHmmss (i.e. 19980415_120010) and stored in the local 

storage of the smartphone. Each device type stores the multiple files inside its own 

cache folder in order to classify them for their further management. The data collected 

from the smart band is saved into a text file when five different data packages were 

successfully received. 

Finally, using another timer, in a homologous manner as for the previous 

component, the text files are compressed together into a .gz file, which is tagged with an 

updated timestamp and the new file format, i.e. 20051226_083510_0.gz. This name is 

preceded by “hr” for the Smart Band files. When this process is done, the compressed 

file is stored into a backup folder and the text files are removed from the cache folder. 

This task runs every 60 seconds for the MMR device and every 5 minutes for the Smart 

Band, according to the monitoring frequency of each wearable device and the periodic 

requests sent to them. 

Further explanation about the data format for the database will be done here. The 

expected format in the database must be compatible with the format of the data sent by 

the application. This compatibility should be previously settled between the app 

developer and the database manager. This way, the database will be capable to process 

the received information. 
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As explained before, information is parsed with a key-value pair. Additionally, the 

data is divided into three main parts: the header, the information of devices and the 

health content. 

- Header: this is similar to every type of device and contains information about 

the database (name), the credentials to access (user and password) and the 

target store or collection (different for each type of wearable). These values 

are placed first into each file and are static. 

 

- Information about devices: it includes static and dynamic information. The first 

type, related to the data to identify the device (MAC address) and the data to 

be able to debug the used application (app version). The dynamic information 

is the smartphone’s location. Furthermore, for the MMR device, on account of 

its multiple sensors the temperature and illuminance value are also included 

here. 

 

- Health content: it contains the health values of the user which were extracted 

from the wearable devices. In the same way, the different values are 

organised with a key-value format. These values are highly dynamic; 

therefore, the timestamp is included amongst them. 

These parts of the JSON format are shown in Table 1 for MMR devices and in 

Table 2 for Smart Bands. 

Table 1. Example of JSON key-value pairs for the data from the MMR device 

{'user':'IoT','password':'12345','db':'I4.0','collection':'mmr_acc'} 

{'mac':'A1:B2:C3:D4:E5:F6','appversion':'1.0.2', 'lat':'40.439300', 'lng':'-

5.619315','alt':'1066','t_end':'20190821_113510','temp':'23.0','illum':'4.80'} 

{'x':'-0,000','y': '-0,123','z':'0,456','t':'20190821113510123'} 

The values shown in those tables are just examples, since in the Java classes, 

these values are stored into several variables to modify the data dynamically whenever 

updated incoming values have been received and to automate its parsing. 

Table 2. Example of JSON key-value pairs for the data from the Smart Band 

{'user':'IoT','password':'12345','db':'I4.0','collection':'hrbp'} 

{'mac':'Z1:Y2:X3:W4:V5:U6','appversion':'2.1.0', 'lat':'50.846768', 

'lng':'8.520548'} 

{'t':'19940713_113510','hr':'69','bpl':'89','bph':'135','steps':'7820', 

'distance':'6,25','calories':'391','sleep':'7,5'} 
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The timestamp value is different for the implemented device types. For the MMR 

element, it represents the time when the data arrived to the app. However, for the Smart 

Band, it refers to the time when the data request was made, due to the longer time 

interval needed to collect its values. 

As mentioned before, the parsed data is not only shown in the GUI, but also 

saved into the local storage of the smartphone. For the proper operation of this module 

and the app, the permission to that functionality shall be granted by the user (hard 

permission). 

Database module 

The purpose of this last module is to establish the data flow between the 

application and the online database. As previously mentioned, due to the different 

sources of information, a non-relational database is used. The MongoDB is hosted on a 

web server and will receive the information via internet protocol. 

To that purpose, the database module realises two different tasks: the file search 

of compressed files ready to be sent and the submission of these files into the database.  

First, it periodically checks for data stored on the device. To perform this 

operation, a service is used [45], which utilises a foreground service implemented in the 

MyService class (shown in Figure 15) and a Timer to run regularly. The Timer is set up 

to scan the folders looking for files every minute. Taking the frequency into account, with 

which the data is collected by the communication component and stored by the data 

handler, the files for the MMR will be normally sent every minute and for the Smart band 

every 5min-10min. 

The service is initialised when the app starts running and is linked to its 

MainActivity class. According to this type of service, a notification is permanently shown 

to the user on the notification bar. Its search target are the backup folders where the 

Data Handler saves the compressed files in the GNU zip format (.gz). If the service 

discovers any files for the matching devices, the following task will start. 

Secondly, the data is submitted. Since the data of different devices might be 

intended for different databases or collections, the implementation of this task for each 

wearable type is executed through similar customised classes: the 

RetrievedFeedTask_mmr class for MMR devices and the 

RetrievedFeedTask_SmartBand class for HBand devices. These classes are based on 

an AsyncTask [46], which performs its function in the background after being called. 

The foreground service implements a call to each class when files (.gz) of a 

wearable device type are found. These files are sent to the database into their specific 

data collection using their HTTP address, i.e. https://198.168.1.1/mmr/carga_mmr.py or 

https://198.168.1.1/smartband/carga_hb.py. This is done through a POST web request 

using the smartphone’s internet adapter. 
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In case there is an error in the internet connection (lost connection), the 

application keeps the compressed files (.gz) in the local storage as a safeguard until a 

steady connection is established. After the connection is restored, all the stored files 

(.gz) will be sent with the next batch. This is considered the offline function of the 

application. 

For the proper function of this module, the soft permissions for internet, 

Access_network_state and Foreground_service are included in the AndroidManifest.xml 

(Figure 10). If the smartphone does not have mobile data or Wi-Fi switched on, or the 

internet connection has a lack of signal, the program will still function properly but the 

data cannot be sent into the database. In this case, the application will work as 

previously explained. 

This acts also as a backup measure when the app is unexpectedly closed. The 

next time the app is running, when a new batch of file is going to be sent into a database, 

all files that could not be delivered on previous executions of the app will be sent in a 

chronological order. 

4.2.3. Use cases 

Once the backend is explained through the different modules of the app, it is 

necessary to delve further into the different functions and operations that the system can 

accomplish. The purpose of this section is to expound the different use cases of the 

HealthyWear application complementing their explanation with various UML diagrams. 

The function of the main use cases of the system will be defined and the different 

actions taken by each involved actor will be shown in detail. A sequence or activity 

diagram will be used to aid the description of each use case. 

 

Figure 17. Main use cases diagram of the HealthyWear app 
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An overview of the main use cases of the app is shown in Figure 17. They are 

listed hereunder: 

 The user installs and launches the HealthyWear Android application. 

 Various hard permissions are requested to the user; a usage explanation will be 

shown if they were not previously granted. 

 The user pairs the application with a wearable device via Bluetooth. 

 The user starts the data flow between the wearable device/s and the app. The 

health values are monitored regularly until the user stops this action. 

 The data is parsed into the database format and temporary stored in the 

smartphone storage. It will then be compressed and kept in a backup folder. 

 The collected information is periodically sent to the database through the Internet. 

 The health values stored in the database can be accessed by the user or a 

supervisor. 

 The user can select a connected wearable device to be stored in a list of favourite 

devices. 

 The reconnection of the wearable devices is an automatic use case. It is 

executed when a device goes out of the Bluetooth range of the smartphone and 

then comes back. 

The detailed analysis of the use cases focuses on the complex functionalities of 

the system. Therefore, some simple actions performed by the user will be left out of the 

analysis or reviewed together; one example of this would be the user launching the 

HealthyWear application, which is obviously required, but lacks any complexity or wrong 

understanding. The app will be considered for every use case: in a running state and 

with all permissions granted by the user. 

Pairing wearable devices  

This use case is essential for the basic function of the application, since the 

application cannot monitor health values if there are no wearable devices paired to the 

smartphone. The responsibility to link a device lies with the user, who is also 

accountable for the decision of which wearable device should be connected. 

First, the user has to choose which device type he/she desires to link to the 

application (currently, MMR device or HBand). Then, the scan for the selected device 

type starts upon the user request. The diagram in Figure 18 shows the use case starting 

from this request. This use case works in the same way for both device types as 

explained in the Networking module section. 

To be able to find a desired device listed on screen, this device must be within 

the Bluetooth range of the smartphone and switched on. The smartphone’s Bluetooth 

must be also switched on; nevertheless, if the Bluetooth is switched off when the user 

tries to scan a device, the application will ask the user to allow turning it on. 

After the scan request (step 1), the application uses the smartphone’s Bluetooth 

to scan for devices within its range (steps 2 and 3). Through this scan, the application 

receives the information of the reachable and available devices (steps 3 and 4).  
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This information is filtered (step 4.1) to show the user just the devices, which are 

from the type he/she had selected before (step 4.2). The list of devices contains their 

MAC address. 

In this moment, the user selects a device to pair with the application (step 5). The 

application sends a pairing request to the wearable device through the smartphone’s 

Bluetooth (steps 5.1 and 5.2). If a pairing confirmation is received (step 6), both devices 

are properly paired. Finally, the application will receive a confirmation and notify the 

correct link to the user. (steps 6.1 and 6.1.1). 

 

Figure 18. Sequence diagram for pairing wearable devices with the smartphone 

After the establishment of a pairing connection with one wearable device, the 

user has the possibility to repeat this operation for a new wearable device or start 

monitoring data from the paired device. This second option would lead the user to the 

next use case, Data flow process with the paired devices. 
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Data flow process with the paired devices 

This use case presents the cycle which takes place whenever a wearable device 

is properly connected and the user wishes to start the data flow between the application 

and this device. 

This process is similar for both device types. The user can decide to monitor data 

from either one device or both of them. In any case, it is possible to monitor data from 

multiple paired devices simultaneously. 

 

Figure 19. Sequence diagram for data flow process, its initiation and stoppage 

This use case is shown in Figure 19 and begins with the user’s order to start 

collecting data (step 1). This triggers the activation of a timer (step 1.1), which was 

previously explained in the Communication module section, and it displays the status of 

the communication on the screen (step 1.2). 

The timer will periodically start the real-time data collection. This repetitive 

process is shown as the Timer loop frame in Figure 19. The process begins with the 

request of real-time information to the targeted wearable device (steps 1.3 and 1.3.1). 

After the required time of the device to monitor its data, it sends the captured values 

back to the smartphone (steps 2 and 2.1). 
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Then, the HealthyWear application filters this information and parses the data 

(step 2.1.1), as explained in the Data handler section. Finally, the parsed values are 

displayed on the smartphone’s screen and sent to the phone’s local storage (steps 

2.1.2). 

The user is able to stop this process anytime. This case is shown at the end of 

Figure 19. After the user gives the order to stop collecting data (step 3), the application 

instantly stops the current data flow of that device if the monitoring was in progress. 

Then, the Timer is deactivated and the current situation of the communication with that 

wearable device is displayed on screen. 

Data flow with the database 

This process works correctly after the data flow with any wearable device led to a 

successful storage of some information in its backup folder. Its function is shown in 

Figure 20 and Figure 21 and it is related to the tasks explained in the Database module 

section. 

The difference to the previous modules lies in its independency of the user’s 

actions. This process does not need any human interaction, which makes it fully 

automatic. However, its timer initialisation is performed when the user launches the 

application. It also works in parallel to other actions because it is a service running in the 

background. 

 

 

Figure 20. Sequence diagram for successful data storage into the database 

Following Figure 20, it can be seen how the uploading process works 

successfully. The timer regularly starts the process, which begins checking for backup 

files of any wearable device in the phone’s local storage (step 1). It would finish here if 

no backup file is found. Nevertheless, if there is some backup file (step 2), the 

smartphone tries to send it to the online database through a web POST via internet 

connection (steps 2.1 and 2.1.1). 
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If the communication with the database succeeds, the data packets will be stored 

into the database and acknowledged by the HealthyWear application (steps 3, 4 and 

4.1). This internal database process will be further explained in section 4.3. The app will 

then remove the sent files from the local storage of the smartphone (steps 4.1 and 5). 

 

Figure 21. Activity diagram for data upload into the database 

Figure 21 shows the activity diagram with the various situations that might occur 

during the process. The internet connection is tested every time the data flow with the 

database is running. However, the application will keep the files in the smartphone’s 

local storage (offline mode) until a proper internet connection is established and the data 

was sent successfully. 
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Favourite devices 

The user can store his/her favourite devices in the HealthyWear app. This use 

case includes different processes during the application’s life cycle. These are shown in 

Figure 22. 

First, the favourite devices of the user are stored in a file on the smartphone’s 

local storage. When the app is launched, it searches this file and saves the preferred 

favourite devices from the last usage locally (steps 1, 2 and 2.1). 

During the usage of the app, the user has the possibility to set a new device as 

favourite device or remove a favourite device from the list. This process begins with the 

user selecting a device (step 3). Then, it works the same for setting or removing the 

device as favourite (step 3.1): The HealthyWear app checks if the MAC address of the 

selected device matches any of the devices stored in its local preferences; if the device 

was already a favourite device, then it will be demeaned. Conversely, if the device is not 

found in the list, it will be set as favourite device. Finally, the favourite devices file in the 

smartphone’s local storage is updated (step 3.2). 

 

Figure 22. Sequence diagram for setting/unsetting favourite devices 

Device reconnection 

This use case is also an automatic process that takes place whenever a paired 

wearable device is suddenly disconnected. This happens mainly for two reasons: the 

device goes out of the Bluetooth range of the smartphone or it is switched off or runs out 

of battery. The reconnection process is developed by the Communication module and 

works similarly for each device type. 
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Once the user has connected the wearable device/s and started the data 

monitoring, the application is steady enough to give the user reliance to disregard its 

usage while he/she is working. Therefore, the user cannot notice if a paired device is 

unexpectedly disconnected. When the app notices this situation, the reconnection timer 

is activated. 

This timer periodically scans the smartphone’s surroundings for the disconnected 

device. For this purpose, its MAC address is utilised. As Figure 23 shows, this loop 

works regularly until the device is found within range and its successfully paired again or 

the app is finished. After its proper connection, the reconnection timer is deactivated and 

the data flow previously explained starts again. 

 

Figure 23. Activity diagram for paired device reconnection 
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4.2.4. Frontend 

In this section, the graphic user interface (GUI) is explained. Real screenshots of 

the HealthyWear app will show its usage, which will be linked to backend and the use 

cases defined in the previous chapter. During the design of the app some decisions were 

made to ensure the application’s ease of use: 

 The first one was to make actions clear for the user. This was made by doubling 

the ways in which a user can perform an action. An example is the scan devices 

action. Initially, this was made by sliding the finger across an empty screen 

without any explanation which was unclear and not very intuitive for some users. 

To solve this, a button that makes the same action was added to the screen 

(middle picture in Figure 29). Also the button’s action is generally shown with text 

accompanied by a descriptive image of the action. 

 

 Another decision was to develop the application just for its usage with a portrait 

screen orientation (screen in upright position) avoiding the landscape orientation 

(screen in horizontal position). 

 

 User’s hard permissions are requested when the application is executed, 

because it will not work properly without them. 

 

 If any feature of the device needs to be activated for the proper function of the 

app, it will be requested to the user when it is needed. For example, when the 

user is going to scan devices, if the Bluetooth adapter is turned off, the request to 

activate it is displayed (Figure 30). 

In the next subsection the GUI of the HealthyWear application will be shown. 

Furthermore, its lifecycle will be spelled out in detail, associating the different screens 

and actions with the backend and use cases previously explained. 

 

Figure 24. Icon of the HealthyWear application 

Application flow 

First, the user launches the app by clicking on its icon (Figure 24). This will 

present a menu to the user on his/her smartphone’s screen. This menu is related to the 

MainActivity.java class show in Figure 15 and not only shows the screen view but also 

starts the background service in charge of periodically scanning for monitored data to be 

uploaded into the database. This service linked to the running application is shown to the 

user in the notification bar of the smartphone (Figure 25). 
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Figure 25. Running service notification 

The first time the user runs the application, the explicit requests for the hard 

permissions are displayed on screen. The user can either allow or deny these 

permissions, but the application will not fully work without them. These requests will be 

presented every time the app is executed and the permissions are not granted. If the 

requests were previously denied, a new message (AlertDialog) is displayed to the user 

before showing the permission request again. This message contains an explanation 

with the reasons, why these permissions are essential. 

Once these permissions are allowed (or denied) the app will show its main menu 

screen (Figure 26). Hereafter, it is assumed that all hard permissions are granted by the 

user. This main menu shows the logo, name and version of the app, two buttons and a 

floating action button (FAB). 

   

Figure 26. Application’s main menu screen and help PopUpWindow 
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The floating action button is the one placed on the upper right corner of the 

screen (with the letter “i” inside). When it is pressed, it shows a PopUpWindow with 

general information about the app, as the right picture in Figure 26 shows.  

The other two buttons lead to new screens. The FAV button (right) is explained 

first, because its further lifecycle is shorter than the one of the SCAN button (left).  

Once the user presses the FAV button, if favourite devices are already saved by 

the user, the app is directed into a new window. Otherwise, the app shows a temporal 

floating message (Toast message) on screen explaining that there are no devices 

selected as favourites. Both situations are shown in Figure 27.  

   

Figure 27. Toast message when there are no favourite devices (left picture) and 

favourites devices screen with the MMR device selected (right picture) 

The arrow in the upper left side (light blue top menu) gives the user the possibility 

to come back to the previous screen. This is the same for every screen including this 

arrow. This action could be also performed by clicking on the triangle shape button (back 

button) in the smartphone’s navigation bar, or sliding the finger from the side of the 

screen for new Android smartphone’s (Gesture Navigation [47]). 
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The favourite devices list contains the wearable devices which were set as 

favourites by the user in previous usages of the application. They are displayed by their 

device type, through an icon image, and their MAC address. In this screen the user is 

capable of selecting an entrance, which will be highlighted with a light blue colour, and 

then select an action for it: Either to remove it from favourite devices or directly connect 

to that device if it is found within the Bluetooth range of the smartphone. This action, is 

not yet implemented in the code, but if the connection would be established, the screen 

with the wearable devices tabs would open. 

The SCAN button (left) in the main menu screen brings the application to a new 

activity, where the user can select which kind of device he/she wants to connect. This 

next screen is shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28. Selection menu of wearable device’s type 

The button for each wearable device type is represented with an icon image and 

its name written on a CardView. After selecting which device type he/she wants to be 

connected, the app will go to a new activity for each kind of wearable device. These 

screens are shown in Figure 29. 

The first option (left picture) is for MMR devices, the second one is for SmartBand 

devices and the last one, for other devices. This last button will show a Toast message 

warning the user that other devices are not yet implemented. This option is ready for the 

future implementation of new kinds of devices. 
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Figure 29. Scan devices screens (left and middle pictures) and message for other 

devices (right) 

The functionality of the screens for both wearable devices are similar. They are 

related with the scan activity classes from the Networking module in chapter 4.2.2. As 

explained before, they are intended to find devices of the selected type via Bluetooth and 

create a paired connection with them when the user selects a device from the list. If 

Bluetooth is not switched on, a message requesting its activation is displayed (Figure 

30). 

   

Figure 30. Bluetooth activation request and turning on. 
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The scan of devices will start after the user presses the Scan button or slides the 

screen down with the finger, which will show the refresh icon that can be found on the 

middle picture in Figure 29. In the same way as other decisions during the development 

of the application, this action can be performed in two ways based on the idea to 

implement different gesture options to make the app user-friendly for diverse android 

users. 

The devices within the Bluetooth range of the smartphone will appear with their 

MAC address. To identify favourite devices, a star icon appears next to the MAC 

address, if that wearable device is included in the list of favourite devices. 

Once a device is selected and successfully connected, a new screen is 

displayed. This new screen has different tabs dedicated to each kind of device. Figure 31 

shows the different tabs in this screen. The user can switch the tabs by sliding his/her 

finger from side-to-side or clicking on the name of the tab. 

   

Figure 31. Tabs for the different types of wearable devices 

The left picture shows the tab for SmartBand devices when a device is 

successfully paired. The picture in the middle contains the same situation for a paired 

MMR device. The screen also has two empty tabs ready for the future implementation of 

other kinds of devices. Their view is similar to the right picture. This view corresponds as 

well to the view of the other tabs when there is no paired wearable device of that type. 

The floating action button from the lower-right corner of the screen has different 

functionalities depending on the connection status and the paired device. Its different 

views are shown also in Figure 31. When a wearable device is paired, a star shape icon 

is found inside this button. 
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This star has two states: “on” and “off”. In the left picture, an orange star can be 

observed, which represents the “on” status. This status signifies that the connected 

device is found on the favourite devices list. The middle picture shows the “off” status, 

represented with a grey star. This means that the paired device on that tab is not in the 

favourite devices list. The user can add or remove favourite devices to the list by clicking 

on the floating action button of the desired wearable device. 

When a tab does not have a wearable device paired, a green cross (+) is found 

inside the floating button. This can be seen in the right picture in Figure 31. This button 

gives the possibility to add the connection of a new wearable device by sending the user 

back to the scan screen related with the wearable device of the current tab (Figure 29).  

Another way to scan and connect a new wearable device is shown in Figure 32. 

In the upper-right corner the three vertical points can be found, if the user presses on 

them, the options menu is displayed. The option to scan a new wearable device can be 

found amongst others. 

   

Figure 32. Options menu 

By clicking on “scan new wearable”, the device selection screen will be displayed 

again and another wearable device could be paired. The CardView of any wearable 

device type which is already connected will be shown in grey and it will not be possible to 

scan a new device of this kind (Figure 33). All the processes that were ongoing in the 

tabs screen (i.e. monitoring data from the paired device) will still be working. 

These two ways to scan a new device after having another device paired are the 

only way to have multiple wearable devices connected. 

The function of the different options in the menu in Figure 32 is related with the 

tab which is currently shown on screen. This can be noticed for the Disconnect device 

option. This will disconnect the wearable device linked to current tab. If there is no 

wearable device of that type connected, the following Toast message will be displayed 

on screen: “No device is connected”. 
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Figure 33. Selection menu of wearable device’s type with a SmartBand already paired 

The last choice in this menu is the “Info” option. By selecting this, information 

related to the current tab is displayed in a pop-up window. Figure 34 shows the help 

information for SmartBand devices (left picture) and for MMR devices (right picture). 

   

Figure 34. Information pop-up for SmartBand devices (left) and MMR devices (right) 

Coming back to the connected devices on the tabs in Figure 31, the user has the 

possibility to activate the data exchange between the smartphone and the wearable 

devices for each tab independently.  
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By pressing the start button in a device tab, the application begins to request data 

from the paired device. This action will trigger the operation of the actions explained in 

the Communication module, Data handler and Database module in chapter 4.2.2. The 

received real-time information will be displayed on its related tab. This can be observed 

in the left picture in Figure 35, the green colour of the MAC address and the timestamp 

indicate the status of the connection and the data monitoring. 

   

Figure 35. Examples of data exchange started (left) and stopped (right) 

The user could stop this exchange of information anytime, by pressing the “stop” 

button, which would also deactivate the timers as explained in “Data flow process with 

the paired devices” from chapter 4.2.3. This is shown in the right picture in Figure 35, 

where the word “Stopped” in red colour shows the user the interrupted status of the data 

monitoring. 

Finally, when the Arm Angle value of the MMR wearable device is larger than 90 

degrees, the colour of its text value will change to red. If its lower than 90,0 degrees, its 

colour is light blue, similar to the left picture in Figure 35. This function is related with the 

values in the graph displayed to the user when he/she realises web queries to the 

database, which will be explained in the next chapter (4.3). 
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4.3. MongoDB 

The HealthyWear application sends the data into an online database. As 

mentioned before, this database is hosted in a MongoDB. It is capable to organise its 

information in different collections. In this case, the used database is split into various 

collections for each device type, which adds scalability and structure for future wearable 

devices. Figure 36 shows the current collections from the used MongoDB in the web 

browser. 

For its management, the database can be accessed from a web browser or the 

MongoDB desktop program. As previously explained, this kind of database was chosen 

due to its ease of use to let multiple users access specific data stored on the database. 

To perform this action, it is not necessary to have management credentials, which would 

disengage its management and operation. 

 

Figure 36. Data collections (MongoDB web) of the used database 

The data requests are made utilising a web browser through HTTPS requests.  

This use case is further explained in the Database query section, as well as, the format 

of these requests (Table 3). To perform them, the users need the database address, the 

name of the collection where their data is stored, the MAC address of the target 

wearable device and a time interval to check. 

The focus of this section is the management of the incoming data flow from the 

smartphone to the database side. The following process is the continuation of the use 

case “Data flow with the database”, explained in chapter 4.2.3. In the following, the step 

3 in Figure 20, “store the data”, is further explained. This explanation is complemented in 

Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Sequence diagram of the data flow with the smartphone in the MongoDB 

Once the database receives the web POST with the JSON data, it is forwarded to 

its related script. This process is divided to be capable to store the useful data in its 

specific collections. The scripts are written in Python (programming language) and there 

is one for each device type.  

Currently, the data coming from a wearable device is distributed to two different 

collections. For the MMR wearable devices, the data is divided into the mmr_acc_Index 

and the mmr_acc collections (Figure 39). The first one stores the device’s MAC address 

together with the timestamp and the following monitored values: illumination, 

temperature, location, altitude. It also stores Boolean values for the arm position of the 

user, which could be horizontal, vertical or to the back. The numerical values of the arm 

position monitored by the MMR device are translated to these Boolean values in words 

for its simpler graphical representation. Figure 38 shows the relation between the values 

of the 3-Axes and the word that defines each axis. 

 

Figure 38. Translation rule for the 3-Axes value 
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Arm position values will be displayed whenever the user makes a web query for 

an MMR device. The entrances in the second collection contain a reference to the object 

ID of their linked entrance in the first collection, an accurate timestamp and the axial 

position of the device (x, y, z). 

  

Figure 39. MongoDB MMR device data collections 

The data coming from HBand devices is also divided into two data collections, 

hbrp_Index and hbrp (Figure 40). The first one collects the device’s MAC address, the 

version of the used app and the location of the device. The entrances in the second 

collection contain a reference to the object ID of their linked entrance in the first 

collection, similarly to the entries in the collections for MMR devices. Furthermore, they 

store the health values from the user bonded to a timestamp: heart rate, high and low 

blood pressure, number of steps, walked distance, burned calories and sleeping hours. 

   

Figure 40. MongoDB HBand data collections 
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Once the data is uploaded and stored into the database, the same user or a 

supervisor are able to access this information. The supervisor could access to the 

MongoDB collections and check it similarly as in Figure 39 and Figure 40. But for its 

simplicity, and because it does not require management permissions, it can be made 

through web queries. This use case is further explained hereunder.  

Database query 

Figure 41 shows the process to check the data stored in the MongoDB database. 

First, the user/supervisor starts a data query to the database through a web browser with 

internet connection (steps 1 and 1.1). To do this query, it is necessary to know the 

address of the database, as well as the MAC of the wearable device. The query is also 

made for a certain time interval. This interval refers to the moment when the data was 

collected. 

 

Figure 41. Sequence diagram for queries to the database 

This query will be processed in the database using a PHP script (Hypertext 

Preprocessor scripting language). One example of these scripts can be found in the 

“Database Scripts” appendix in Table 12. Therefore, the format of the request must be 

compatible with the expected one for the script. This format for the script implemented in 

the database of this project is shown in Table 3, followed by an example. 

Table 3. Database query format and query example 

https://DBaddress/script.php?mac=address&from=startTime&to= endTime 

startTime/endTime format: YYYYMMDDTHH:mm:ss 

https://example.es/database/ 

hrbp.php?mac=A1:B2:C3:D4:E5:F6&from=19591116T11:00:00&to=19631226T11:00:00 

Once the database receives and processes the query, a response is received by 

the web browser and displayed to the user (step 2 and 2.1). This response is user-

friendly, because it shows the data to the user using different graphics to simplify the 

understanding.  
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The answer to these requests is specific for each wearable device. The graphs 

are focused on the different monitored health values. The script made for MMR devices 

displays the arm angle information in a linear plot and a pie chart. The graphics does not 

show a specific value of the arm angle, but a statistic value of the time in the requested 

interval of time when the user had his/her arm in a vertical, horizontal or back position. 

An example of the answer to a web query for MMR devices is shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42. Answer to the web query to the database for the MMR device 

The answer to the web queries for HBand devices also returns the values in two 

graphs. The first one is a linear plot which contains the heart information: heart rate, high 

and low blood pressure. The second one is also a linear plot which gives the steps 

walked by the user for each natural day within the requested time interval. One example 

of each of these graphs for different queries is shown in Figure 43 and Figure 44.  
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Figure 43. Answer to the web query for the HBand device (heart values) 

 

Figure 44. Answer to the web query for the HBand device (steps) 
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During the development of the project, multiple tests were executed to fix errors 

before continuing its implementation, as well as improvements in its function and design. 

In this chapter, the equipment employed to execute the various tests will be presented in 

section 5.1. Section 5.2 contains a list of tests followed by the implemented solution to 

solve some bugs. Section 5.3 explains and studies the code metrics, as well as the 

resources consumption of the application. Finally, the results related to the previous 

sections will be analysed in section 5.4. 

5.1. Equipment 

To be able to test each feature of the HealthyWear application, it was deployed in 

a real Android device using its Android Package file (.apk) like Figure 45 shows.  

Android Studio gives the possibility to run the application in a virtual smartphone 

emulator, which allow to deploy the app in multiple devices and test it for different 

Android versions. This was not utilised because the various external connections 

(Bluetooth, location and internet) do not always function in the same way as in a physical 

smartphone. 

 

Figure 45. Deployment diagram 
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To test the stability of the application for different Android versions in a real 

environment, various Android devices from different manufacturers were used. The 

project supervisor and collaborators from the WISEST project also installed the app to 

obtain feedback from different users. Furthermore, the three most utilised smartphones 

for the tests by the developer are shown in Figure 46.  

 

Figure 46. Various smartphones for testing 

The phone models, operating systems and android versions from left to right are: 

- Motorola Moto G: using Android 5.1 pure, without manufacturer customized 

layer. 

- Sony Xperia Z2: using Android 6.0.1. 

- Xiaomi Mi 9 SE: starting the development with Android 9 and using Android 

10 with MIUI 11 since November 2019. 

The issues and bugs explained in section 5.2 were verified with these devices. 

To study the function of both wearable device types and check the stability of 

their communication with the smartphone, they were first analysed separately. For this 

purpose, the free source applications developed by the manufacturers were used: the 

MMRData application for the MMR device [38] and the HBRPData application for the 

HBand device. The last one is a customised version of the manufacturers application 

VpBluetoothSDKDemo [39]. 

   

Figure 47. Devices' manufacturers applications 
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5.2. Tests 

As said before, the application is coded for Android devices with a minimum 

software development kit (sdk) version 21, which is focused on Android 5.0 version or 

higher. Nevertheless, versions 8.0 and higher presented some stability issues that were 

solved during the implementation, their explanation will be included below. The 

deployment of the final app’s final version is targeted for API level 28 (Android 9). 

Some of the operational bugs found analysing the applications in Figure 47, have 

been solved in customised versions of these apps. This was accomplished in a local 

environment to be able to anticipate possible issues with the wearable devices in the 

developed application. When both applications were found solid enough to lack of 

operational problems, the wearable devices were implemented into the HealthyWear 

app. 

Multiple tests and usages of the application were required to fully analyse its 

steady function. They cover all use cases in section 4.2.3, as well as all functionalities 

explained in chapter 4.2.4. A main aspect to debug the app was the usage time required 

to do the tests, since the period to monitor health values of different wearable device 

types is not the same and cannot be shrunk. 

The tests with the MMR device required less time than the ones with the HBand 

device, which needed around one minute to show the result on screen and between 5-10 

minutes to check the proper data upload into the database. Nevertheless, once the app 

was entirely working, to check the stability of the app for long periods of time, some tests 

were also run during 8-12 hour. This was done to emulate its usage in a similar period to 

a working day, which is the focus of the development. 

The focus of this section will be the errors and bugs found while realising the 

multiple tests of the app. The known issues are listed in Table 13 annexed in Tests 

appendix. The errors with a greater weight for the proper function of the application will 

be explained in detail with the solution implemented to solve them. These errors are 

listed in Table 4. Some will be grouped for its explanation and linked to their identifier 

numbers.  
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Table 4. Errors and bugs found testing 

Id. Issues Solved 

002 
Alert the user when devices are disconnected or with low 

battery 

Only when they 
are 

disconnected 

008 
Foreground service trouble for new Android versions 

(Android 8.0+) 
Yes 

011 HBand: doInBackground fatal Exception AsyncTask #1 Yes 

012 HBand: Reconnection Yes 

013 HBand: Steady data flow Yes 

016 MMR: Reconnection Yes  

018 
Refreshing errors between tabs when devices are 

connected or disconnected 
Yes 

019 Scan devices just when Location is switched on 
No, location 

needs to be on 

021 
Show connection status in tabs (MAC with different 

colours) 
Yes 

022 
Solid function when the app is not into the user focus 

(minimised) 
Yes 

023 Steady communication with the database Yes  

024 
Stable app function when the screen is turned off (keep 

timers and data flow working) 
Yes 

026 
Tab for second wearable device connected is shown 

empty 
Yes  

027 
When wearable devices reconnection established, the 

data flow automatically starts again 
Yes 
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Steady data flow 

The first big issue treated was related to the stability of the application whenever 

the user is not actively using it or the smartphone. This problem is linked to the issues in 

Table 4 with the following identifiers: 011, 013, 022, 023 and 024. 

At the beginning of the development, each of the customised applications of the 

manufacturers (Figure 47) seemed to work steady in the different smartphones used for 

testing. These early tests were made connected to the Laptop to test the last 

functionalities implemented in the app and to be capable to debug errors simultaneously 

with the Android Studio debugger. 

When the function of the app was solid enough for its usage, it was tested using it 

on day life. The first error indicators were the intermittent data uploads into the database. 

The data uploaded was constant at the beginning (when the application was launched), 

but it stopped later with an irregular timing. Sometimes the data upload stopped for 

hours, sometimes just for a few minutes. 

Then it was noticed that the data shown in the GUI after some time without using 

was close to the last time the smartphone was used. This gave an indicator that the 

issue was not in the database, as was originally thought when the error was detected. 

The error was finally found on the implementation of the background service and timers 

in charge of the communication with the wearable devices. 

The error was bounded in the function of the application when the smartphone 

was locked or the application was not running in the foreground. This issue was first 

patched by keeping the screen always switched on. Then the real trigger of this error 

was found and solved by giving the app with the right service permissions. 

Foreground service trouble for API level 26 or higher 

After solving the previous issue, the application worked with a solid 

communication for old Android versions. Nevertheless, a similar problem remained for 

the smartphone with Android 10.0. This problem was also related to the user’s 

permissions and the foreground service, whose function slightly changed for API level 26 

or higher (Android 8 or higher). This is due to the higher restrictions introduced to the 

background and foreground services for applications [48]. This section is linked with the 

errors in Table 4 with identifiers: 008, 011, 013, 022, 023 and 024. 

The issue for higher versions was fixed by adding an explicit call to start the 

foreground service, which let the application to properly run when the app is not into the 

spotlight of the user and/or the smartphone is locked. 
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Reconnection of wearable devices 

Another issue to deal with was the automatic reconnection of the wearable 

devices with the smartphone. This was required for a continuous monitoring during 

worker’s day life. This error is linked to the errors in Table 4 with identifiers: 002, 012, 

016, 021 and 027. 

Sometimes the wearable devices might go out of the Bluetooth range of the 

smartphone and after the configuration of the wearable devices, the worker should not 

keep an eye on the application while he/she is working. 

Previously, when a device was suddenly disconnected, the exchange of 

information was stopped and a message was showed on the screen. The device could 

not be reconnected unless the user noticed it and carried out the reconnection manually. 

This situation is shown in the left picture in Figure 48.  

The implementation of an automatic mechanism to detect these situations was 

essential. Furthermore, it was necessary that the application was capable of connecting 

the disconnected device (if possible) and restarting the data monitoring. 

After several tests and long debugging, the disconnection alerts sent by the SDKs 

provided by the manufacturers for each wearable device were found. Once these alerts 

were understood, the reconnection was implemented by enabling a timer able to be 

periodically trying to find the disconnected device within the Bluetooth range. If the 

disconnected device is found, the application will try the reconnection until the device is 

successfully connected. When the reconnection succeeds, a toast message is shown on 

the screen and the data exchange is activated again while this process not being reliant 

on the user. This is shown in Figure 48, in the middle and right pictures.  

In later releases of the application, the reconnection status was implemented by 

changing the colour of the MAC address to orange and the text “Reconnecting…” in the 

same colour. This was made to alert the user of the disconnection if the Toast message 

was not visible on the screen when the user checks the application. The disconnection of 

any device could have occurred, for example, because it ran out of battery. In this case, 

the message made the user aware of the device’s disconnection, prompting them to 

check the status of the device. 
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Figure 48. Example of disconnection and reconnection of a wearable device. 

Display data of multiple devices 

Another challenge with various troubles was the decision and implementation of 

the screens, which simultaneously display data coming from multiple devices. The final 

decision was the development of a single screen with various tabs focused on the 

different device types. In this way, the data coming from each wearable device has 

enough place to be shown, the screen will be static independently of the number of 

connected devices and easy to be expanded for future implementations. This decision 

was also focused in being user-friendly. This section is linked to the issues in Table 4 

with identifiers: 018 and 026. 

First, the screen to monitor various wearable devices was designed with three 

tabs, as seen in Figure 48 (left picture). While the app was being tested for two 

connected devices, both tabs were correctly shown only when the MMR device (second 

tab) was connected first. If the SmartBand device (first tab) was connected in the first 

place, when the MMR device was connected, its tab was found empty. 

To understand the origin of this issue, it is necessary to briefly explain the 

lifecycle of Android activities [49], which can be followed in Figure 49. When the first 

device is paired with the app, the activity which contains the different apps, as well as, 

the tabs are launched. This calls the onCreate() method. When the user intends to link a 

second device, the tab’s activity is paused calling its onPause() method because the 

scan screen is displayed to the user. When the second device is successfully paired, the 

focus is brought back to the tab’s activity. Because the activity was already created, this 

time the application calls the onResume() method instead of onCreate(). 
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Figure 49. General life cycle of an Android activity [19] 

After understanding this lifecycle some of the actions implemented inside the 

onCreate() method of the tabs were moved to the onResume() method. This helped to fix 

some bugs but the operation of the tabs was still giving some errors. I.e. after the 

disconnection of a device, the tab was not refreshed and it seemed that the device was 

still connected until the user manually moved between tabs. 

When the user manually moved between the different tabs, they were properly 

refreshed to their current status and view. A fourth tab was added to this screen to let the 

application emulate the action of the user switching the current tab on view. Figure 50 is 

used to complement the explanation of the implemented solution. It contains the indexes 

of an activity model with four tabs. The life cycle of this tabs will be explained since the 

creation of the activity. 

 

Figure 50. 4 tabs example of indexes 

Once the activity is created, the tabs are also created and one of them is on focus 

(displayed on screen). Nevertheless, when the activity is created, neither all tabs are 

created, nor all do exist. In Figure 51 there is an example of the situation of the tabs 
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when tab 0 is on focus (green colour). Tab 1 is also created, but not on view (yellow 

colour) and Tabs 2 and 3 are not created (red colour). 

 

Figure 51. Tab 0 on focus, tab 1 created and tabs 2&3 do not exist  

If Tab 1 is put on focus, Tab 2 will be created as Figure 52 shows. As it can be 

already observed, the created tabs are the adjacent tabs to the one on focus. 

 

Figure 52. Tabs situation with Tab 1 on focus 

In accordance to this function, if the focus moves to Tab 2, then Tab 3 will be 

created and Tab 0 will be destroyed. In the same way, if the focus moves to Tab 3, Tab 1 

will be destroyed being the tabs situation as Figure 53 shows. 

 

Figure 53. Tabs situation when Tab 3 is on focus 

This lifecycle of the tabs was utilised to update their view whenever any device is 

connected or disconnected. The method refreshTabs(int tabToRefresh) was developed 

in the Java class TabWearablesActivity explained in chapter 4.2.2. This function works 

together with the class TabFragment to refresh the view of the tabs when their 

onDestroyView() methods are called.  

The refresh method required the existence of four tabs to be able to update the 

view of all of them, because with only three tabs, the middle tab would be never 

destroyed. That is the reason to have four tabs in the current version of the application 

when only two devices are yet implemented. 

Location switched on to scan devices 

One issue that could not be solved at first was the requirement of the app to have 

the device’s location switched on to be able to find wearable devices within the 

smartphone’s Bluetooth range. If the location was not switched on, the list of devices 

after scanning was empty. This was solved by turning the location on before scanning. If 

the user does not want to be tracked, the location could be switched off after pairing the 

devices. This is linked with the issue in Table 4 with identifier 019. 
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5.3. Software metrics 

In this section, the code of the application, as well as the needed resources will 

be analysed. The app is developed to run into an Android device (mobile phone or tablet) 

without huge memory and process requirements. Different tools are used for this 

analysis.  

5.3.1.  Code size 

The size of the developed application program is measured by the logical source 

lines of code (SLOC), which counts the number of lines without including the physical 

ones (comments and decorations). SLOC was chosen because is the most standardised 

software metric. This helps to predict the amount of effort required to develop a program. 

[50] 

The Android application contains two main type of files, Java and XML, the last 

one for layout implementation. Two external software programs will be used to develop 

the analysis: 

- To analyse the Java code files, the SLOC counter designed by David A. Wheeler 

will be used. It is free accessible online. [51]  

- To count the layout XML files, it is necessary to use a similar program but 

compatible with XML files, the count lines of code (CLOC) by AIDanial. [52] 

The results after the execution of these programs are shown in Table 5, Table 6 

and Table 7. Table 5 offers the comparison between both types of code within all the 

development. Almost three quarters of the application code are Java. 

Table 5. Main code analysis of the developed application 

Code type Flash size (bytes) 
Source lines of 

code 

Code 

percentage 

Java 126976 3324 73% 

XML 53248 1237 27% 

Table 6 shows an overview of the Java components of the application, showing 

the number of files, memory allocation in bytes and SLOC. It also presents the 

percentage of code that each part represents in relation to the total Java code. The main 

code of the application is contained in the fragment folder, which contains the code to 

scan and operate each wearable, as well as the service for the communication with the 

database. 
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Table 6. Java code analysis for the developed application (SLOC) 

Software 

component 

Flash size 

(bytes) 

Source lines 

of code 

Number 

of files 

Code 

percentage 

Activity 28672 705 4 21% 

Adapter 16384 234 6 7% 

Data Module 4096 68 1 2% 

Fragments 77824 2317 8 70% 

Total 126976 3324 19 100% 

Table 7 contains the CLOC analysis of the layout folder. There are 17 XML files 

which set the view of all activities, Popup messages and fragments.  

Table 7. XML code analysis for the developed application (CLOC) 

Code 
Flash size 

(bytes) 

Blank and 

comments 

Source lines 

of code 

Number of 

files 

XML 53248 198 1237 17 

The Flash size of code is shown just as an indicative value of the space that the 

code for Android Studio needs in the laptop. As the application is installed and runs in 

Android devices, a meaningful size value would be the one of its installation file (.apk), 

which is 2.91MB. Once the application is installed, it takes up to less than 27MB in a 

device with Android 6 and less than 9MB in one with Android 10. 

The SLOCCount program provides also estimated information about the 

development effort. This is calculated by using the basic COCOMO model [51]. The 

given result is shown below: 

- Development Effort Estimate. That rate is measured in months (time) of 

development per person. The given value is 8.47 months (+ 2.96 from the XML 

code). 

- Schedule Estimate. It shows the scheduled dedicated time for the project. The 

value is 5.63 months (+ 3.78 from the XML code). 

- Estimated Average number of developers. That rate is calculated by effort divided 

by schedule and its value is 1.5 (+0.78 from the XML code). 
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- Total estimated costs to develop. Using these results, the SLOCCount program 

gives also an estimated cost of the work. The average salary per year to estimate 

that cost is 48100€, plus the factor of time, the project budget according to that 

program would be of 72150€ (+ 37518€ from the XML code). However, this value 

is not taken into account and a better estimation of the manpower cost of an 

engineer is made in chapter 6. 

5.3.2. Device resources usage 

The implementation of a mobile application is limited by the phone’s 

characteristics and the size of the used resources by the app. The usage of these 

resources is the target of study in this section. 

This study analyses the consumption of the CPU, memory, network and energy 

while the app is running on a physical device. This is made by checking its footprint. For 

that purpose, Android Studio has the Android Profiler tool [53] which helps to monitor 

these values in real-time (while the app is running on an Android device).  

That tool will be used to estimate the CPU usage (%), memory usage (MB), 

Network usage (KB/s) and average energy consumption in different stages of the app’s 

execution. The first stage analyses the app’s initialisation and its function before 

scanning or connecting any wearable. The second stage focuses on the connection of a 

single wearable, checking app’s usage while searching for a wearable, its connection 

and the communication with it. The third and last stage would be while the app is fully 

running. 

 

Figure 54. Phone resources usage for stage 1 

Figure 54 shows the initialisation of the app. The CPU usage and consequently 

the battery are working during the first 3 seconds. The usage of CPU has an average 

value load of 12% during that time, then it remains barely used until the user interacts 

with the app (stage 2). The memory usage has also a peak when the app is started, but 

it stays constant after that at around 56 MB. As expected, the network of the phone 

(mobile data or Wi-Fi connection) is not used during this analysis. 
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Figure 55. Phone resources usage for stage 2 

In this second stage, the user interacts with the phone to search a wearable and 

establish a communication with it. As Figure 55 shows, the CPU usage is still low and it 

increases up to 8% while scanning for devices and to 15% with the creation of the new 

activity layout. The battery usage increases to a medium level when the new activity is 

created, because the connection with the wearable is simultaneously established and 

therefore the Bluetooth connection is also used. The memory usage increases to around 

105MB due to the new layout. The network remains not used until the data from the 

wearable has to be sent to the Database. That network usage occurs for 3 seconds as 

shown in Figure 56. 

 

Figure 56. Network usage for a data-POST into the Database 

The energy consumption can vary, due to the different functions of the wearables. 

For the shown tests, the first device connected was the Smartband. Data from this 

device is collected with less frequency than the MMR device, so its energy consumption 

for the phone will be lower. As seen in Figure 57, after connecting the MMR device 

(approximately time 1:26:000), the energy consumption is increased. This occurs mainly, 

due to the high data collecting frequency with this device, which forces to check and 

store the location more often than with the Smartband device. 
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Figure 57. Energy consumption comparative after connecting second device 

For the final stage (stage 3), the study of resources is made about the situation of 

the mobile phone simultaneously connected to two different wearables, collecting and 

storing their real-time data and sending it to the Database through the network. After a 

few minutes of usage the resources status is as Figure 58 shows. 

 

Figure 58. Phone resources usage for stage 3 

During the time the app was on stage 3, the CPU usage oscillated between 8-

16% (Figure 59), which is an expected value, since the app is collecting data via BLE 

from two devices, refreshing the data on screen and sending it to the database through 

the network. 

 

Figure 59. CPU usage by the app in stage 3 (green color) 
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Figure 60 shows the detailed memory usage of the app in stage 3. The employed 

memory is distributed in four main sources: Native memory, Graphics, Code and Java. 

 

Figure 60. Memory Usage for stage 3 

As expected, the network is used just when the app needs to send data online 

into the database. Despite having both devices connected, the network usage remains 

manageable (Figure 61). The data estimation for an 8-hour workday having two devices 

connected would be lower than 20MB. As mentioned before, the collecting frequency 

depends on the device type, therefore the network usage would be also different for 

each type. With the current configuration of the app, the usage in a full working day 

would be approximately divided into 85% for the MMR device and 15% for the 

Smartband. 

 

Figure 61. Network usage for stage 3 
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Finally, for the app’s energy consumption the used tool does not offer an exact 

value of the energy consumption, just a scale value (Medium, Light). This value remains 

Light almost all the time. This tool divides the usage into three different groups: CPU, 

Network and Location (Figure 62). That division shows us that all values are light, but the 

Location remains constant while the MMR device keeps collecting data. In the chapter 

about Future work an implementation change can be found to try to reduce that energy 

usage. 

 

Figure 62. Energy consumption for stage 3 

5.4. Results 

The HealthyWear application is free and open source code and its latest version 

is uploaded in Github [54]. The availability to access the code allows people to use it and 

contribute in its future improvement, due to the General Public License (GNU). This also 

facilitates the further implementation of other wearable devices, the collaboration 

between users or just the possibility of its usage. Future releases of the project will be 

also found in other Github branches of the project HealthOperator 4.0 [54]. 

The usage of a MongoDB server to store the data, allows the integration of the 

application with other tools. This gives a wide range of possibilities to implement other 

functionalities or further data analysis in the future. This data could be helpful for the 

elaboration of the digital twin of the operator related with the Industry 4.0, which was 

mentioned in the state of art chapter. This values could be not only useful for the 

operator’s health, but for other behaviours, like his/her productivity. 

The app combines the different features, which were requirements for this project 

to give it differentiation. The first one is the possibility to simultaneously connect devices 

from different manufacturers. This is not so common, because the different applications 

for wearable devices are usually developed by the manufacturer of the device, who 

normally are not interested in the collaboration with products from other companies. 
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Other implemented features of interest are listed below: 

- The display of monitored information to the user in real-time.  

 

- The possibility to use the application without internet connection (offline mode) 

which lets the user locally check his/her monitored information by having the 

collected values stored in the local storage of the smartphone. 

 

- The possibility to use a Wi-Fi connection to send the collected data. This 

feature in collaboration with the offline mode lets the user utilise all the 

functionalities of the app without the requirement of owning a data network 

connection. 

 

- The steadiness on the Bluetooth connection with various devices. 

 

- The automatic reconnection of the wearable devices after an unexpected 

disconnection. This gives the user extra autonomy of work without concerns 

about the operation of the app. 

 

In accordance with the multiple functionalities and the intensive activity of the app 

during its usage (communication with multiple devices and possibly a database), the 

consumption of resources in the smartphone is not elevated. This will be detailed in the 

following chapter, 5.3.2. This could help to slightly reduce the environmental footprint for 

its usage in comparison of the deployment of several apps for a similar behaviour.  

In regard to ethical usage of user data, the application identifies devices at the 

MAC level, thus ensuring user anonymity. This makes the application General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliant, when the devices are not registered to a 

unique user. In the framework of the industrial field, the wearable devices will be linked 

to the company, fostering the utilisation of the same device by different workers (i.e. in 

different work shifts), which assures the separation between individual users and devices 

MAC address. In this situation, this information will not be considered as personal data. 
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This chapter contains the scheduling of the project related with the methodology 

used for its development in section 6.1. Furthermore, the employed resources for the 

project, as well as, their derived cost are explained in the project budget in section 6.2. 

6.1. Scheduling 

The methodology to approach the successful development of the project was 

grouped in various parts. 

In the first place, it was necessary to study the technological framework of the 

project. There were some previous related studies and projects, whom were required to 

be explored before starting with the development. Furthermore, the employed wearable 

devices utilised some hardware and software, whom also need understanding for their 

management. 

In the second place, the development was designed. The requirements and 

objectives of the application were scrutinised and a handwritten sketch of the different 

screens and functionalities was made. 

Then, the implementation of the designed application was performed. During its 

development, multiple backups of the project were made. To coordinate these backups, 

an online repository was employed. The public version of this repository can be found in 

the following link: https://github.com/yoryidan/HealthOperator4.0 [54]. This contributed to 

the dissemination of the project, in addition to the collaboration in the publication of a 

paper [9]. 

Once a stable version of the app was achieved, it was first tested in various 

devices by the developer and then distributed to other people to obtain more information 

about its function. 

Finally, the latest version of the application was forked into the online repository. 

This allows future students its usage to be capable to implement more wearable devices 

or include new functionalities. The development of this master thesis was documented 

since the beginning of the project and completed after finishing the development of the 

app. Its defence exposition is planned for mid-July 2020. 

The schedule planning for the project and the different parts is shown in the Gantt 

chart in Figure 63. 

https://github.com/yoryidan/HealthOperator4.0
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Figure 63. Project's Gantt chart 
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6.2. Budget 

The main resources used in this project are the usage of different electronic 

devices and manpower. These resources are further explained below: 

- Bibliographic material: technical books, magazines and web pages were 

consulted. These sources were either from the UPM library or are available on 

Internet. The list of those resources can be found at the end of the document, in 

the References chapter. 

- Hardware: the project was developed in a personal laptop but the usage of 

various Android devices and wearables to test its function and stability was 

necessary. None of these hardware represented an additional investment for the 

project because they were either owned by the developer or provided by the 

project’s supervisor, but their estimated value is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8. Hardware costs 

Quantity Resource Description Costs 

1 Dell Latitude 5400 Laptop 997€ 

1 Viewsonic ELITE XG2405 Screen 199€ 

1 Logitech MK540 
Wireless mouse 

and keyboard 
59€ 

1 Motorola Moto G Borrowed device 150€ 

1 Sony Xperia Z2 Owned device 150€ 

1 Xiaomi Mi 9 SE Owned device 300€ 

1 HETP Smart Watch HBand [55] 35€ 

1 Mbientlab MetaMotionR MMR device [37] 90€ 

Total 1980€ 

 

- Manpower: approximately 420 hours of work of an engineer were used. This 

includes the application development (design, program and test) and the required 

study, research and its documentation (analysis). The estimated real cost per 

hour is divided in five different types, due to the development of the project 

includes different stages. These values are shown in Table 9 and they are 

estimated using a general observation of the Spanish market [56]. 

https://www.pccomponentes.com/viewsonic-elite-xg2405-238-led-ips-fullhd-144hz-freesync
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Table 9. Manpower costs 

Duration 

(hours) 
Engineering Roles Cost per hour (€) Total cost (€) 

20 Analyst 35 700 

40 Designer 25 1000 

260 Developer 25 6500 

80 Documentation 15 1200 

20 Tester 15 300 

Total 9700€ 

 

- Software: various programs were used to develop the project. All of them are 

free license or were freely provided by the academic supervisor of this master’s 

thesis: 

o Android Studio: this program is the tool used to develop the Android 

projects, based on Java and XML (programming languages). It can build 

apps for every type of Android device. [32] 

o Github: the desktop and online version were used for backups, as well as, 

to store and publish different code versions and new releases. [54] 

o Google Drive and One Drive were used to save cloud backups of the 

project. 

o Mendeley: to manage all the bibliographic references. 

o Microsoft Office: Word, Excel and PowerPoint were used to write the 

document of the project and to create some of the tables and figures. 

o MongoDB is the free source tool to host and manage the database. 

o Visual Paradigm: this program was used to design the diagrams included 

in this document. The license was provided by the University. 
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The economic budget summary is shown in Table 10. The total budget of the 

project is 14132,8€ including a 21% of value-added tax (VAT). 

Table 10. Overview of the economic budget 

Project Budget 

Resource Cost 

Bibliographic resources Free accessible 

Hardware 1980€ 

Engineering Manpower 9700€ 

Software 
Mainly free or included in the Hardware 

(Windows and Microsoft Office) 

Total 11680€ 

V.A.T. (21%) 2452,8€ 

Total budget 14132,8€ 
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 In this chapter, the framework of the project is summarised, as well as the 

proposed resolution. Then, the results of the project are briefly analysed. Finally, some 

ideas are explained, which may be of interest for further exploration.  

7.1. Conclusions 

At the beginning of this final master thesis the goals of this document were 

exposed. These focused on the development of a modular android application that could 

provide a steady communication with various wearable device at the same time. The 

developed application, HealthyWear, is open-source and it is uploaded in the student’s 

Github [54]. Future releases will be also found in the Github branch of the project’s 

supervisor, HealthOperator 4.0 [54]. 

As aforementioned in the introduction chapter (1.2), this project followed some 

objectives. The achievement of these objectives is described hereunder: 

- First, the study of different technologies applied for the Industry 4.0 and the 

structure of a Healthy Operator 4.0. Different wearable devices were also 

analysed, as well as the applications provided by their manufacturers. This study 

is shown in the state of art section and the used technologies explained in 

chapter 3 and 4. 

- The second objective is related to the design and development of a modular 

application being able to connect different devices at the same time. By 

using the previous study about the Healthy Operator 4.0, the HealthyWear app is 

designed based on the four different levels of this operator. This objective is 

divided in sub goals, which are related to each of the levels of the operator. 

These levels are implemented as modules in the application. They are explained 

in chapter 4, where the sub goals are also successfully achieved. 

- The chosen database lets the user to make simple data petitions via REST 

POST requests to the database through a web browser. This database also 

allows the management of the stored data with the implementation of 

customised scripts or the utilisation of other programs. This is meaningful for 

the further data analysis or the future shaping of a digital twin. 

- The next objective is the test and evaluation of the developed application. 

This is done debugging the app during its development. Furthermore, the daily 

life usage of the app is also tested to check its stable operation. 

- Finally, the last version of the HealthyWear app is uploaded to an online 

repository, making it free and open-source. 
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When this document was published, the latest release of the HealthyWear 

application was version 1.7.5 (2020/06/26). This version of the app is stable and fully 

working with all the features mentioned in the previous chapters for the two mentioned 

device types: MMR device and HBand device. This version of the app is being utilised 

within the framework of the WISEST project [2] and in collaboration with some 

institutions: Universidad de Oviedo, Hospital de Getafe, Universidad de la Rioja, and 

Universidad Politécnica de Valencia. 

7.2. Future work 

Some ideas and proposals have emerged during the development of this project. 

These work can be interesting for further exploration and are explained in the following 

list: 

a) Implementing more wearable devices. The app is designed considering the future 

implementation of other devices, which will be simultaneously connected. An 

example of this could be the usage of shoe soles to measure the extra pressure 

exerted by the worker when carrying or lifting objects. 

b) Show devices characteristics. The level of battery of each device could be 

displayed on the smartphone. This would be helpful for devices lacking a display, i.e. 

the MMR device. Similarly, it could be also helpful to display an indicative of the 

quality of each connection. 

c) Real-time alerts. It would be desirable to aware the user of some risk behaviours 

with sound and/or vibration alerts. These alarms could be used to alert the user from 

risky health values, but also for lighter notifications, in example, to notify the user that 

a device is running out of battery. The app would require soft user permissions to 

include this feature. 

d) Big data. Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques or other technologies could be utilised 

to analyse the collected data in pursuit of the development of a digital twin of the 

operator to accomplish the target of the Modelling layer from the Healthy Operator 

4.0. 

e) Reduce app energy consumption. As mentioned in the Device resources usage 

section, it could be possible to reduce the mobile phone energy used by the 

application. At the end of that section it can be seen that the location constantly 

requires energy. This usage is required by both device types, but the MMR device 

checks the phone’s location constantly. In order to decrease its usage frequency, 

there are some implementation options. An example would be to store the current 

location into a local variable and check it less frequently than the frequency the data 

from the MMR device is collected. 
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f) Security. It can be improved by configuring a user and password authentication in 

the app. This will help to simplify the identification of devices used by each user, as 

well as to provide confidentiality. The data uploaded into the database should also 

add these authentication parameters to safely access the stored data. 

g) UTC Time. The app is currently used in Europe in countries within the same time 

zone. The international usage of the app could lead into misunderstandings when 

collaborating between various countries placed in different time zones. This could be 

solved using the UTC time zone when the data is uploaded into the database or 

processed by the app. Another solution would be to store the time zone, where the 

data was collected. 

h) More functionalities. Some extra functionalities could be implemented in the current 

version of the app: 

i. The connection to wearable devices marked as favourites directly from the 

favourite devices screen. 

ii. The implementation of a button to manually request the data upload into the 

database. 
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Database Scripts 

The database utilises various script to process, store and display the data to the 

users. These are focused for each wearable device type and are written in two 

languages: Python and Hypertext Preprocessor scripting language (PHP). An example of 

each script is included hereunder. 

On the one hand, the scripts written in Python are in charge of processing the 

data coming from the Android application via web POSTs and store it into the different 

collections of the MongoDB.  

Table 11. Python script to store data coming from the HBand 

#!/usr/bin/python2 

import sys, json, cgi, os, gzip 

import shutil, bson, cgitb 

from pymongo import MongoClient 

from datetime import datetime 

from itertools import islice 

from subprocess import call 

from bson import ObjectId 

# 

def save_uploaded_file (form_field, upload_dir): 

    """This saves a file uploaded by an HTML form. 

       The form_field is the name of the file input field from the form. 

       For example, the following form_field would be "file_1": 

           <input name="file_1" type="file"> 

       The upload_dir is the directory where the file will be written. 

       If no file was uploaded or if the field does not exist then 

       this does nothing. 

    """ 
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    form = cgi.FieldStorage() 

    if not form.has_key(form_field): return 

    fileitem = form[form_field] 

    if not fileitem.file: return 

    fout = file(os.path.join(upload_dir, fileitem.filename), 'wb') 

    while 1: 

        chunk = fileitem.file.read(100000) 

        if not chunk: break 

        fout.write (chunk) 

    fout.close() 

    return os.path.join(upload_dir,fileitem.filename) 

# 

cgitb.enable() 

print "Content-Type: text/html\n\n" 

# 

UPLOAD_DIR="/tmp/" 

SEG_DIR   ="/var/www/html/mmr/log/gz_hrbp/" 

# f= open("/tmp/log_cargapy.txt","w+") 

filet=save_uploaded_file("file", UPLOAD_DIR) 

# f.write("ARG1 %s\n" % filet) 

filt = filet[:-3] 

ape  = filet[-3:] 

if ( ape != '.gz' ): 

    print """\ 

    Content-Type: text/html\n\ 

    There is not a .gz file\ 
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    """ 

    sys.exit() 

cad = "/bin/gunzip -c " + filet + " > " + filt 

# f.write("CAD %s\n" % cad) 

os.system(cad) 

N=2 #top 2 lines, it was top 3 lines for pebble 

# example 

#{'user':'IoT','password':'12345','db':'I4.0','collection':'mmr_acc'} 

#{'mac':'A1:B2:C3:D4:E5:F6','appversion':'1.0.2', 'lat':'40.439300', 'lng':'-

5.619315','alt':'1066','t_end':'20190821_113510','temp':'23.0','illum':'4.80'} 

#{'x':'-0,000','y': '-0,123','z':'0,456','t':'19931206220010123',…} 

with open(filt) as myfile: 

    head = list(islice(myfile, N)) 

# f.write("HEAD:%s\n" % head) 

head  = map(lambda s: s.strip(), head) 

head  = map(lambda s: json.loads(s.replace("'","\"")), head) 

js    = {} 

for h in (head): 

    js.update(h) 

user = js["us"] 

passwd= js['pass'] 

db    = js['db'] 

coll  = js['collection'] 

#tgps  = js['t_gps'] 

del js['us'] 

del js['pass'] 
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del js['db'] 

del js['collection'] 

clt = coll + "_Index"  #collection to save the information of the top lines, 

info. of every 15 minutes 

# 

#dat1 = js['t_end'] 

#dat2 = js['until'] 

mac = js['mac'] 

#fmtc = '%Y%m%d%H%M%S%f' 

#if ( dat1.find('-') > 0 ): 

# fmtc = '%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S.%fZ' 

# 

# need to update the IP address 

uri='mongodb://'+user+':'+passwd+'@192.168.1.1:PORT/'+db 

client=MongoClient(uri) 

mdb   = client[db] 

mcol  = mdb[clt] 

mcol.insert(js) 

iid   = str(js['_id']) 

# f.write("IID %s\n" % iid) 

# 

cmd = "tail -n +3 " + filt + "| sed \"s/{/{'refid':'"+iid+"',/\"" 

cmd = cmd + " | /usr/bin/mongoimport --username " + user 

cmd = cmd + " --host 192.168.82.181:666 " 

cmd = cmd + " --password " + passwd + " --db " + db + " --collection " + coll  

cmd = cmd + " --type  json  > /dev/null " 
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# 

ret = os.system(cmd) 

# 

# f.write("CMD %s\n" % cmd) 

# f.write("RES %s\n" % ret) 

# f.close() 

# 

print "OK" 

shutil.copy(filet,SEG_DIR) 

# os.remove(filt) 

os.remove(filet) 

 

On the other hand, the scripts responsible for processing the data 

queries made by the user are programmed in PHP.   

Table 12. PHP script to store data coming from the HBand 

<?php 

require_once '/home/wisest/notebooks/vendor/autoload.php'; 

use MongoDB\Client as Mongo; 

use MongoDB\BSON\ObjectID as MongoId; 

// 

$mac = $_GET['mac']; 

$desde = str_replace("T"," ",$_GET['desde']); 

$hasta = str_replace("T"," ",$_GET['hasta']); 

// 

// 

//$mac="Z1:Y2:X3:W4:V5:U6"; 
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//$desde="2019-05-06 00:00:00"; 

//$hasta="2019-05-09 00:00:00"; 

// 

// 

function compare($a, $b) { 

    return strtotime($a['dtime']) - strtotime($b['dtime']); 

} 

// 

function sacaMongoHrbp($mac,$desde,$hasta) { 

    $m = new Mongo("mongodb://IoT:XXXXXXXXXXX@192.168.1.1:PORT/IoT"); 

    $collection = $m->IoT->hrbp; 

    $collectionM= $m->IoT->hrbp_Index; 

    // 

    $torg = new MongoDB\BSON\UTCDateTime(strtotime($desde)*1000); 

    $tfin = new MongoDB\BSON\UTCDateTime(strtotime($hasta)*1000); 

    $searchCriteria = array( 

        't' => array('$gte' => $torg, '$lte' => $tfin), 

    ); 

    $options = ['sort' => ['t' => -1]]; 

    $cursor = $collection->find($searchCriteria,$options); 

    $res    = array(); 

    foreach ($cursor as $idoc) {  

 $doc = get_object_vars(json_decode(MongoDB\BSON\toJSON(MongoDB\BSON\fro 

mPHP($idoc)))); 

 $srch= array( '_id' => new MongoId($doc['refid'])); 

 $cur2= $collectionM->find($srch)->toArray(); 
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 $obj = 

get_object_vars(json_decode(MongoDB\BSON\toJSON(MongoDB\BSON\fromPHP($cur2[0]

)))); 

 if (strcmp($mac,$obj["mac"])==0 ) { 

         $tdt = $idoc['t']->toDateTime(); 

         $tm  = $tdt->format(DATE_RSS); 

         $dateInUTC=$tm; 

         $time = strtotime($dateInUTC.' UTC'); 

         $dateInLocal = date("Y-m-d H:i:s", $time); 

         $doc['dtime']  = $dateInLocal; 

     $doc['utime']  = $idoc['t']->toDateTime()->format('U')*1000; 

         array_push($res,$doc);  

 } 

    } 

    return($res); 

} 

function preparaHrbp($res) { 

    $mat = array(); 

    foreach ($res as $i) { 

    

 array_push($mat,array("Date"=>$i['dtime'],"Hr"=>$i['hr'],"BpL"=>$i['bpl

'],"BpH"=>$i['bph'], "Step"=>$i['steps'], "Sleep"=>$i['sleep'])); 

    } 

    return($mat); 

} 

// 

// Main code 
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   $tini = new DateTime($desde); 

   $tend = new DateTime($hasta); 

   $intr = date_diff($tini,$tend); 

   $res  = sacaMongoHrbp($mac,$desde,$hasta); 

   $res2 = usort($res, 'compare'); 

   // $res becomes now ordered 

   $mat = preparaHrbp($res); 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE HTML> 

<html> 

<head> 

<script src="https://apii01.etsii.upm.es/wisest/Chart.min.js"></script> 

<script src="https://apii01.etsii.upm.es/wisest/utils.js"></script> 

<script src="https://apii01.etsii.upm.es/wisest/luxon.js"></script> 

</head> 

<body> 

<center> 

<h1>Report from <?php echo $desde;?> until <?php echo $hasta; ?></h1> 

<h2>Device MAC: "<?php echo $mac; ?>" </h2> 

<div id="chart-container"> 

   <canvas id="myChart"></canvas> 

</div> 

<div id="chart-steps"> 

   <canvas id="myChart2"></canvas> 

</div> 

</center> 
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<script> 

 

window.onload = function() { 

 function parseISOString(s) { 

     var b = s.split(/\D+/); 

     return new Date(Date.UTC(b[0], b[1], b[2], b[3], b[4], b[5])); 

 }; 

 var ctx = document.getElementById("myChart").getContext('2d'); 

 var myChart = new Chart(ctx, { 

     type: 'line', 

     data: { 

         labels: <?php echo json_encode(array_column($mat,"Date")); ?>, 

         datasets: [{ 

             label: 'Hear Rate', // Name the series 

      data: <?php echo json_encode(array_column($mat,"Hr")); ?>, 

             fill: false, 

             borderColor: '#2196f3', // Add custom color border (Line) 

             backgroundColor: '#2196f3', // Add custom color background 

(Points and Fill) 

             borderWidth: 2 // Specify bar border width 

         }, 

                   { 

             label: 'Blood press. low', // Name the series 

      data: <?php echo json_encode(array_column($mat,"BpL")); ?>, 

             fill: 2, 

             borderColor: '#4CAF50', // Add custom color border (Line) 
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             backgroundColor: '#4CAF50', // Add custom color background 

(Points and Fill) 

             borderWidth: 1 // Specify bar border width 

  }, 

   { 

             label: 'Blood press. high', // Name the series 

      data: <?php echo json_encode(array_column($mat,"BpH")); ?>, 

             fill: false, 

             borderColor: '#E81209', // Add custom color border (Line) 

             backgroundColor: '#E81209', // Add custom color background 

(Points and Fill) 

             borderWidth: 1 // Specify bar border width 

  } 

 ] 

     }, 

     options: { 

       responsive: true,  

       maintainAspectRatio: true,  

 plugins: { 

  zoom: { 

   pan: { 

    enabled: true, 

    mode: 'xy'  

   }, 

   zoom: { 

    enabled: true, 
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    drag: true, 

    mode: 'x', 

    sensitivity: 0.3 

   } 

  } 

 }, 

     } 

 }); 

 var ctx2 = document.getElementById("myChart2").getContext('2d'); 

 var myChart2 = new Chart(ctx2, { 

     type: 'line', 

     data: { 

         labels: <?php echo json_encode(array_column($mat,"Date")); ?>, 

         datasets: [{ 

             label: 'Steps', // Name the series 

      data: <?php echo json_encode(array_column($mat,"Step")); ?>, 

             fill: false, 

             borderColor: '#2196f3', // Add custom color border (Line) 

             backgroundColor: '#2196f3', // Add custom color background 

(Points and Fill) 

             borderWidth: 2 // Specify bar border width 

         } 

 ] 

     }, 

     options: { 

       responsive: true,  
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       maintainAspectRatio: true,  

 plugins: { 

  zoom: { 

   pan: { 

    enabled: true, 

    mode: 'xy'  

   }, 

   zoom: { 

    enabled: true, 

    drag: true, 

    mode: 'x', 

    sensitivity: 0.3 

   } 

  } 

 }, 

     } 

 }); 

} 

</script> 

</body> 

</html> 
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Tests  

A wide table with the executed tests and solved problems found while testing the 

application is included hereunder: 

Table 13. Known issues 

Id. Issues Solved 

001 
Add button to scan devices (it worked previously just by 

sliding the screen down) 
Yes 

002 
Alert the user when devices are disconnected or with low 

battery 

Only when they 
are 

disconnected 

003 Compatible JSON format between app and database Yes 

004 
Different help information for each device pressing the 

Floating Action Buttons (FABs) 
Yes 

005 Disconnection button for each device Yes 

006 
Favourite devices FAB, operates with the information 

displayed in each tab 
Yes 

007 Fix small Layout bugs (colour, text, distribution, …) Yes 

008 
Foreground service trouble for new Android versions 

(Android 8.0+) 
Yes 

009 HBand: Collected sleeping time value gives always 0.0 Yes 

010 HBand: disconnection when the app is closed 
Bug in some 

situations 

011 HBand: doInBackground fatal Exception AsyncTask #1 Yes 

012 HBand: Reconnection Yes 

013 HBand: Steady data flow Yes 

014 
Increment JSON values send to the database (i.e. steps, 

sleeping time, location, app version, …) 
Yes 

015 Issues when switching to portrait mode 
Yes, just 

vertical design 
allowed 
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Id. Issues Solved 

016 MMR: Reconnection Yes  

017 MMR: disconnection when the app is closed 
Bug in some 

situations 

018 
Refreshing errors between tabs when devices are 

connected or disconnected 
Yes 

019 Scan devices just when Location is switched on 
No, location 

needs to be on 

020 
Send old packages when the internet connection is 

recovered 
Yes  

021 
Show connection status in tabs (MAC with different 

colours) 
Yes 

022 
Solid function when the app is not into the user focus 

(minimised) 
Yes 

023 Steady communication with the database Yes  

024 
Stable app function when the screen is turned off (keep 

timers and data flow working) 
Yes 

025 Store data locally when internet connection does not work Yes  

026 
Tab for second wearable device connected is shown 

empty 
Yes  

027 
When wearable devices reconnection established, the 

data flow automatically starts again 
Yes 

 


